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Abstract
The new solar system exploration objectives announced in January 2004 have the
goal of sending humans back to the Moon by the year 2020 in preparation for human
exploration of Mars. Advanced, but cost effective, surface navigation and commu-
nication capabilities are required to support these new exploration objectives. In
response to this need, a set of three Navigation/Communication architectures have
been designed: Minimalist, Simple, and Performance, as well as several augmenta-
tion options. The design and refinement of these architectures was performed using
numerous models and tools developed for this work. A unique feature of the analysis
in this thesis was that the architectures considered combine different navigation as-
sets (onboard, on-surface and on-orbit). The three main Navigation/Communication
architectures were then evaluated and compared using several metrics, such as navi-
gation coverage, accuracy and operability, communication metrics, and mass. Based
on this analysis we recommend the initial deployment of the Simple architecture for
surface exploration of the Moon and Mars with a gradual accretion of assets and pos-
sibly transition to the Performance architecture. A specific combination of onboard
and vision-based sensors is recommended as the fundamental navigation equipment.
In addition to this navigation study, a control-based analysis of formation fly-
ing dynamic models around the libration point L2 of the Sun-Earth system is also
presented. The objective of this research was to assess the quality of different dy-
namical models of the relative motion of two spacecraft in orbit around Sun-Earth
L2 . This was done using open-loop simulations to investigate the intrinsic fidelity of
each model and closed-loop simulations to evaluate the impact of modeling errors on
fuel costs. The conclusion from this analysis is that the more sophisticated models
give appreciable better closed-loop performance, and that the difference appears to
be sufficient to justify the additional effort required to implement them on-line.
Thesis Supervisor: Jonathan P. How
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context of the Research: the CE&R Project
In January 2004, President Bush presented a new vision for space exploration. As
stated in [1], "the fundamental goal of this vision is to advance U.S. scientific, security,
and economic interests through a robust space exploration program. In support of
this goal, the United States will:
" Implement a sustained and affordable human and robotic program to explore
the solar system and beyond;
" Extend human presence across the solar system, starting with a human return
to the Moon by the year 2020, in preparation for human exploration of Mars
and other destinations;
" Develop the innovative technologies, knowledge, and infrastructures both to
explore and to support decisions about the destinations for human exploration;
" Promote international and commercial participation in exploration to further
U.S. scientific, security, and economic interests."
In response to this new vision, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) released the Concept Exploration and Refinement (CE&R) Broad Agency
Announcement and a team comprised of MIT faculty, Draper Laboratory technical
Staff, and students received a contract to do the necessary studies to support this new
15
space vision. Due to funding restrictions, the development of separate space explo-
ration systems for both the Moon and Mars is not possible. Therefore a "Mars-back"
approach to lunar exploration was adopted that first designed a Martian exploration
system and then applied/modified it to explore the Moon [2]. The MIT/Draper Lab
group was divided into four teams: Value delivery, Transportation, Surface Explo-
ration, and Information. The work presented in this thesis was done as part of the
Information and Surface Exploration teams.
1.2 Research Objectives
The exploration of the surface of the Moon and Mars will likely involve long-range
traverses from the main base station [6]. Depending on the specific activity (e.g. base
setup, scientific exploration, drilling, etc.), different levels of positioning accuracy will
need to be available to the astronauts. The astronauts need also to be able to commu-
nicate to the main base station and to Earth. So the main objective of this research
(as part of the CE&R project) was to design a set of Nav/Comm architectures that
will support these exploration requirements. A unique architecture doing both nav-
igation and communication is being looked for, as it is a way to minimize the total
number of assets (and therefore their mass). Communication issues (studied by other
team members) have been considered while designing the navigation architectures,
and the most important points and results of the communication analysis will also be
discussed in this thesis. Once developed, the Nav/Comm architectures were evaluated
using various metrics: navigation coverage, accuracy and operability. Other factors,
such as communication metrics and mass were analyzed by other team members .
The design and evaluation of the Nav/Comm architectures were accomplished by de-
veloping models and tools for the design and analysis of the navigation infrastructure,
doing trade-off studies, and then refining the various components. Throughout the
study, emphasis has been put on the integration of on-orbit, on-surface, and onboard
navigation assets.
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1.3 Previous Work and Main Contribution
Most of the previous work about navigation for planetary surface exploration dealt
separately with the different elements that will constitute the navigation architectures
presented in this thesis: namely onboard sensors (inertial, celestial, odometry sensors,
vision sensors), on-surface assets (surface beacons), and on-orbit assets (Nav/Comm
satellites). These different types of assets will be described in more detail in Chapter 2.
For the inertial sensors, much of the work focused on drift reduction of inertial sensors
through error estimation [21, 22]. Some researchers also used a combination of on-
board relative sensors with absolute measurements, such as sun sensor [12] or GPS [4]
measurements. Many recent papers focus on the use of vision [8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18]
and combined inertial and vision-based measurements [13, 14, 15]. The exploration
of the Moon using surface beacons has been investigated [25], but this work was
done before the invention of GPS . Most of recent works focus indeed on the use of
GPS-based surface beacons and pseudolites, either stationary on the ground [31] or
mobile [32]. A number of navigation constellation studies have been done, either for
the Moon [26, 30] or for Mars [27, 28, 29].
As most of the previous studies focused on one specific navigation element, the
main contribution of the work presented in this thesis is the integration of these
different navigation assets in a set of complete navigation architectures. These archi-
tectures also integrate communication needs, as mentioned in section 1.2.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The first chapter discusses the navigation top-level metrics, as well as the requirements
and the navigation architectures designed to satisfy these requirements at different
levels of performance and cost. Chapter 3 presents several analysis tools that have
been developed to evaluate and refine these architectures. Chapter 4 discusses tools
for the integration of different navigation techniques and sensors, as well as the main
results of our analysis. In addition to this CE&R navigation study, a control-based
17
analysis of formation flying dynamic models around the Libration point L2 of the
Sun-Earth system is presented in Chapter 5. This analysis was done prior to the
main work of this thesis.
18
Chapter 2
Navigation Metrics, Requirements
and Architectures
In this chapter are first described the navigation (and briefly communication) metrics
that have been used to evaluate the different Nav/Comm architectures that are pro-
posed. Then the Nav/Comm requirements stated by the Surface Exploration team
are described, and the Nav/Comm architectures designed to fulfill these requirements
are presented.
2.1 Top-Level Metrics
In this section the main top-level metrics are discussed. Top-level metrics are the
ones being used to evaluate and compare with each other the various architectures
that have been developed throughout this work and are described in Section 2.3.
2.1.1 Accuracy
The accuracy metric is often defined as the degree of accordance of the calculated po-
sition to its actual value. As applied to surface navigation applications, it is assumed
that the accuracy can be considered to be the root mean square of the error covari-
ance. If the error has zero mean (which means that the position error is unbiased),
19
the error covariance is
P = E[(x - )(x -- )T] (2.1)
and
RMS = o2X + + / P 2 r+ + P33 (2.2)
Accuracy is given in meters.
2.1.2 Coverage
The coverage is considered as being the surface area where navigation is possible to
some degree. "To some degree" refers to the time a user on the surface of the planet
will have to wait on average to get a position fix to a specified level of accuracy. This
metric is particularly relevant to architectures which contain navigation satellites or
surface beacons. This definition also leaves come degree of flexibility which allows for
different degrees of coverage. As will be explained in more details in section 3.1.3, two
different coverage metrics will be defined in the constellation analysis, corresponding
to two different waiting times:
" Coverage1 : surface area where a navigation fix is possible in a time less than 1
minute (this allows for real-time or quasi-real-time navigation).
" Coverage2: surface area where a navigation fix is possible in a time less than
1 hour (this corresponds to a surface area where real-time or quasi-real-time
navigation are not possible, but where a navigation fix is still available after
some limited wait).
These coverage metrics will be expressed as percentages of the whole surface area of
the planet.
2.1.3 Operability
This metric is a measure of the ease of operation of each navigation architecture and
of the effort spent by the astronauts navigating. For instance, the use of navigation
20
satellites can have a good operability when a navigation fix is readily available, but
also a medium or bad operability if a lack of visible satellites at the time of operation
requires a long waiting time. Surface beacons that may require a significant setup
by the astronauts are considered to have a medium operability. On the other hand,
automatic devices that are able to give position information with no user setup have
good operability.
2.1.4 Communication metrics
The communication metrics considered in this study are:
* Data rate: this is the data rate, from Earth to the Moon or Mars, and from the
Moon or Mars to Earth. It is being measured in Megabits per second (Mbps).
" Communication Coverage: this is the surface area where rover to base commu-
nication is possible.
" Communication Availability: this metric is the percentage of time that a com-
munication Surface-Earth is available, either directly or through a satellite.
" Maximum Gap Time: this metric is defined as the longest surface-Earth com-
munication black-out.
2.2 Surface Operations Requirements
The surface operations requirements are developed by the Surface Exploration team
of the MIT/Draper Lab group. The set of missions that are currently being designed
have very different purposes: science, human and robotic exploration, outpost setup.
These very different types of surface missions lead to a wide range of requirements
regarding the surface navigation architecture.
The navigation and communication requirements are roughly the same for the
Moon and Mars, although the location of the base station differ. They apply to the
followings of the navigation and communication metrics.
21
2.2.1 Navigation
For the Moon the base station is recommended by the Surface Exploration team to
be placed at the South Pole, mostly for Mars-back (see section 1.1) considerations.
* Coverage: a navigation fix should be available in a ~ 500km radius around the
main base station on the Moon or on Mars, to allow for long-range traverses
from the base station. For Mars, the base station is recommended by the Surface
Exploration team to be placed on the equatorial region, whereas for the Moon
the preferred location is in the South Pole region. As the line-of-sight is ~ 1.8km
on the Moon and ~ 2.6km on Mars for a one meter high rover or antenna, these
coverage requirements definitely require beyond line-of-sight capabilities.
" Accuracy: for scientific purposes themselves, the span of accuracy requirements
can be quite wide as is shown in Figure 2-1
For other activities such as human and robotic physical exploration, the accuracy
requirements are less stringent, with _ 100m position accuracy.
2.2.2 Communication
" Communication Coverage: the communication coverage requirement is the same
as for the navigation, and corresponds to a communication coverage area of a
500km radius from the main base station, with 100% availability.
" Data rate: from the Moon or Mars to Earth, the data rate requirements ex-
pressed by the Surface Exploration team is of at least 10 Mbps. It corresponds
to live video data rate. The data rate requirement for communication from the
Earth to the Moon or Mars is of 1Mbps, and corresponds to vocal commands.
2.3 Navigation Architectures
The recommendations formulated to NASA by the Information team are expressed in
a set of various navigation architectures. Each architecture is a set of various onboard,
22
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Figure 2-1: Typical Scientific Navigation Requirements, from [7]
on-surface and on-orbit elements. The rationale that led our team to choose this
particular set of architectures will be presented in this section, as well as a description
of the three main architectures (called Minimalist, Simple, and Performance) that
constitute one of our main recommendations to NASA.
2.3.1 Navigation architecture elements
Most navigation sensors and techniques used for rover applications have been consid-
ered in the Information team work. This subsection will present these sensors, which
have been classified in three different groups: onboard, on-surface, and on-orbit. Note
that magnetic compasses are not taken into account, as no global magnetic field exists
on the Moon and on Mars.
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Onboard sensors
Inertial sensors Inertial sensors measure internal state variables of the vehicle,
such as acceleration and rotation rates. The main components of Inertial Naviga-
tion Systems (INS) are accelerometers and gyroscopes. Accelerometers measure the
acceleration of the vehicle with respect to an inertial reference frame. As described
in [24], a simplified single-axis accelerometer is basically a spring mass system with
a displacement measurement sensor. A measure of the displacement of the mass will
give a measure of the acceleration that the mass undergoes. Three perpendicularly
mounted spring-mass systems will give a complete 3-axis acceleration measurement.
Gyroscopes provide an output proportional to the rotational velocity of the vehi-
cle. Gyroscopes are based on different principles and can be divided in three main
categories: mechanical, piezoelectric and optical gyroscopes.
The main advantages of these inertial sensors is that they are self-contained and
can be sealed from the environment. They have been used for decades in aerospace
applications and inertial navigation is a well-known method. Their main drawback
comes from the integration process that is required to get position and attitude in-
formation. Indeed, these sensors are often corrupted by noise and drift. Under the
assumption that the drift can be approximated by a constant bias b, a single integra-
tion of a gyroscope's output gives:
Om = f +b+v dt = 0 + bt + vdt (2.3)
In addition to the rotation angle 0 there are two additional terms, one of which
growing constantly with time. Similarly, any bias in the accelerometer output will
result in an error in position which will grow as the square of time, due to the double
integration process.
Odometry sensors The term Dead-reckoning designates techniques where the ac-
tual position (and velocity, heading, etc.) is deduced from the position (and velocity,
heading, etc.) at a former time using velocity data (and/or acceleration, rotation
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rate, steering angle, etc.). A way to navigate with dead-reckoning is to use odometry
sensors, such as encoders and potentiometers, which are the most common sensors
used to measure the velocity or the position of a rotating device, such as a wheel or
a steering shaft.
Odometry sensors share much of the advantages and disadvantages of inertial
sensors. They are also self-contained, and give position and heading estimates. In
addition to that, they are often considered as a low-cost solution. A major issue is
that the position error will grow until some external fix is provided. Another problem
is that these sensors are unable to detect wheel slip.
Celestial sensors Celestial sensors, such as star and sun sensors, can also be used
to provide the user with an absolute position fix. The positioning methods used for
mobile robot navigation come from marine navigation and usually require the user to
measure the altitude of two or more celestial bodies, which can be the Sun, the Earth,
or stars. One method used is the Two-Star Sight Method [25]. The user measures the
altitude of two celestial bodies above the horizon, which combined with the precise
knowledge of the date and time gives the user location, as the intersection of two
circles of position (see Figure 2-2).
Another pair of measurements allows for the removal of the ambiguity between
the two possible solutions. Although these devices constitute a low-cost and well-
known technique for planetary navigation, they suffer multiple drawbacks. First of
all, the position accuracy achievable via celestial positioning is very poor compared to
other absolute positioning methods, on the order of 20km [8, 9]. In addition to that,
although star sensors are always usable on the Moon due to the lack of atmosphere,
this is not the case on Mars, where atmospheric effects and day/night alternation
may considerably diminish the performance and availability of a navigation solution
based on celestial sensors.
However, in addition to positioning capabilities, celestial sensors are also able
to give absolute heading information, and can be a good aid to relative navigation
devices, such as inertial sensors and odometers, as shown in [11] for instance.
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Figure 2-2: Two-star method of celestial navigation, from [25]
Vision sensors Navigation using vision sensors usually uses map-based positioning
as the positioning method. Map-based positioning (or map-matching) is a method in
which the sensors onboard the rover help build a map which is then compared to a
global map already stored. This comparison allows the robot to compute its absolute
position and orientation. The procedure usually followed is described in Figure 2-3.
Acquire Compare
information Build local map with stored pomite
from vision position
sensors map
Figure 2-3: Procedure for map-based positioning, adapted from [23]
The sensors used for map-matching are laser range-finders and cameras (ultra-
sonic range sensors being better suited to very short range applications - 1 to 10
meters [24]).
One of the main advantages of vision-based positioning is that is allows for global
surface navigation as long as accurate maps are available without the need for an
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Figure 2-4: Trilateration method
external infrastructure (such as beacons or satellites). Furthermore, it is also a way
to improve already existing maps. On the other hand, it requires a large amount
of processing capabilities due to the huge amount of information provided by vision
cameras. It is also dependent on the accuracy of the existing elevation maps, and
on the quantity and visibility of distinctive landscape features. Finally, vision-based
positioning is a relatively new navigation method and there have been relatively few
tests in real-world experiments.
Surface devices
Active beacons have already been widely used for terrestrial positioning applications.
Although laser and ultrasonic transmitters can be used for beacon navigation, they
are most useful for short range and indoor applications. Consequently only radio-
frequency (RF) beacons will be considered. One of the most used methods for beacon
positioning is trilateration (see Figure 2-4), where the user's position is determined
from the ranges from at least three beacons.
Another method is called hyperbolic positioning. Here the measurement is the
difference of times of arrival of signals coming from two synchronized emitters (see [3]
for a short introduction). Each measurement from a pair of beacons gives a hyperbolic
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line-of-position (LOP), and the intersection of two or more LOP gives the user's
position. This method has been used for LORAN (LOng-RAnge Navigation) since
World War II and Omega, which was the first worldwide radionavigation system in
the 1970s.
Also to be taken into consideration are positioning beacons similar to the VHF
Omnidirectional Range (VOR) navigation system used for air navigation on Earth.
VOR provides the user with its heading with respect to a reference direction (which is
the magnetic North on Earth). Augmented with a Distance Measurement Equipment
(DME), which is a transponder allowing for 2-way ranging with the interrogating air-
craft, one such station gives complete 2D positioning (though with limited accuracy).
Most of today's research about beacon positioning is considering the use of Global
Positioning System (GPS) transmitters combined with trilateration methods (see [31]
for instance). This is a way to reach very high accuracy (cm level) in a local area
(limited by line-of-sight). In addition to the infrastructure that needs to be deployed,
one drawback of this navigation technique is that the coverage is limited to the area
covered by the beacon network. Another disadvantage is that there is a need for
careful initialization of the network (the positioning accuracy being limited to the
accuracy by which the locations of the beacons are known).
On-orbit devices
Another possible navigation solution is the deployment of a navigation constellation
(which could also be used for communication purposes) of satellites in orbit around
the Moon or Mars. For Earth navigation the GPS system provides multiple users with
precise (meter-level) position and timing information on most of the Earth's surface.
As a consequence, some research has been done to study the possible deployment of a
similar system on the Moon or on Mars. For the Moon, a 10 to 15 navigation satellite
constellation using 2-way ranging has been proposed in [26]. For navigation on Mars,
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory is currently designing a constellation to provide
communication relay capabilities as well as navigation capabilities. Several designs
are considered, using both 1-way and 2-way ranging measurements [27, 28, 29].
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This type of infrastructure would provide future explorers on the Moon and Mars
with capabilities similar to the ones offered on Earth by GPS (global coverage and
absolute positioning). Nevertheless, a lower number of satellites (for cost reasons)
would reduce the overall performance in terms of coverage and accuracy. In spite of
its cost, the use of such orbital assets can also be considered as a way to provide an
already existing onboard navigation system with absolute navigation fixes at regular
times.
2.3.2 Architecture selection rationale
A navigation architecture is being defined in our study as the arrangement of the
elements that will provide any user on the surface of the Moon or Mars with navigation
capabilities.
The navigation requirements have been expressed by the Surface Exploration team
(see section 2.2), for both navigation and communication. Taking into account these
requirements, various architectures have been designed from the combination of the
different onboard, on-surface and on-orbit navigation elements. Communication stud-
ies were developed in parallel and used in the navigation architecture design process.
Considering the fact that communication assets such as surface beacons or orbit-
ing satellites, as well as other non-dedicated assets can be provided with navigation
capabilities to augment the navigation architectures, this approach has been consid-
ered to be more effective towards our goal of a non-redundant integrated naviga-
tion/communication architecture.
Performance analysis tools have been developed and led to a downselect of these
architecture across both design requirements (see section 2.2) and the metrics de-
scribed in section 2.1. This process is summarized in Figure 2-5.
Through this process, the design space have been narrowed to the three archi-
tectures that are described in the following section. The rationale followed in this
downselect is to design a set of three architectures that span the design space, while
meeting the navigation and communication requirements. In addition to reaching
the extremes of the design space in terms of performance as well of cost, this set
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Figure 2-5: Navigation architecture development process
of three architectures also enables a gradual accretion of assets over time as better
performance is required on the one hand, and funding becomes available on the other
hand.
2.3.3 Architectures description
Minimalist The Minimalist architecture is the simplest adequate architecture nav-
igation architecture, with low navigation and communication performance but low
cost too. It is based on onboard sensors: visual navigation, one sun sensor, inertial
measurement unit and odometers for the navigation part, without the aid of any
dedicated navigation/ communication satellite. In addition to this onboard equip-
ment, one VOR-like beacon at the base station provides with absolute positioning
and communication link inside a line-of-sight circle around the base station.
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Simple The Simple architecture is based on the basic architecture, augmented by
one dedicated nav/comm satellite. It is designed to allow good communication avail-
ability, and a navigation performance similar to that of the Minimalist architecture,
but with the possibility of absolute position fixes in a sizable area around the base
(beyond line-of-sight).
Performance The Performance architecture is once again based on the Minimalist
architecture, but is augmented by a three to four satellite constellation for "Earth-
like" navigation and communication performances (excellent communication avail-
ability and real-time navigation) over continental areas.
These architectures are based on the same onboard equipment. It is possible to
transition from Minimalist to Performance over a campaign as additional satellites
are deployed. The precise description of the Nav/Comm equipment and constellations
will be determined in Chapter 4.
2.3.4 Architecture augmentation options
In addition to these core architectures, some architectural options aimed at augment-
ing these architectures have been considered. They are not part of any architecture,
but rather additional assets improving the performance of any architecture when
added. For any of the three architectures, two options have been considered:
" Surface beacons for both communication and navigation. In addition to pro-
viding with communication links, these ranging beacons allow the precise posi-
tioning capability required for specific scientific needs.
" Using a non-dedicated asset. A non-dedicated asset is a vehicle used for trans-
portation left in orbit around the Moon or Mars. For such an asset, the following
orbital parameters have been considered
- For the Mars equatorial mission, the non-dedicated asset is assumed to be
on an equatorial (i = 00) circular (e = 0) orbit at an altitude h = 500km,
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Figure 2-6: Navigation/Communication architectures description
- For the Moon polar (South Pole) mission, the non-dedicated asset is as-
sumed to be on a polar (i = 90') circular (e = 0) orbit at an altitude
h = 100km.
The three architectures as well as the two augmentation options are summarized
in Figure 2-6.
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Chapter 3
Navigation Architectures Analysis
In Chapter 2, various navigation architectures were developed by combining onboard,
emplaced, and on-orbit navigation elements. These designs were tailored to meet the
requirements expressed by the surface operational requirements for Moon and Mars
mission concepts. This chapter presents analysis tools that have been developed to
evaluate and refine these architectures. Specifically, we describe the measurement
models of navigation elements, the estimation processes and the metrics associated
with the performance of the architectures.
3.1 On-Orbit Assets Analysis
The studies done by the Surface Exploration team of the MIT/Draper Lab group
suggest that the envisioned surface operations on both the Moon and Mars will require
beyond line-of-sight navigation (and communication) coverage with a 100m absolute
position accuracy [7].
For instance, exploration traverses are planned to be as long as 500km [6], whereas
the Line-Of-Sight distance is much shorter (5.7km on the Moon and 7.8km on Mars for
4m high antennas). Thus, a GPS like system with orbital assets provides a convenient
means of absolute position information and the ability to reset the drift inherent to
relative navigation techniques.
In this section, we describe the basic measurement process from dual use Nav/Comm
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satellites, and compare various constellation design on the merit of the coverage and
the absolute position accuracy requirements.
3.1.1 Assumptions
Concerning the on-orbit assets studies, the following assumptions are made:
Constellation assets assumptions: This set of assumptions concerns the types
and number of on-orbit assets that have been taken into account in this study.
" Satellites having both navigation and communication capabilities have been
considered.
" The number of Nav/Comm satellites is limited to four for both the Moon and
Mars. Indeed, four satellites is the minimum number of satellites allowing to
instantaneously solve for position and time (in the special case when all four
satellites are simultaneously visible). So this is the number of satellites that
allows for real-time navigation while minimizing the total mass to be placed in
lunar or martian orbit.
" In addition to satellites orbiting the Moon or Mars, satellites orbiting the La-
grangian points of the Earth-Moon system for the Moon have been taken into
account, because of their convenient location (see Chapter 5 for an introduction
to Lagrangian points).
Orbital mechanics assumptions: A certain number of simplifying assumptions
have been made about the dynamics of the Nav/Comm satellites, in order to make
the problem more easily tractable.
e The satellites' motion is assumed to be purely Keplerian so that orbital pertur-
bations, either due to the celestial body's non-homogeneous and non-spherical
shape, or to the gravitational influence of other bodies such as the Earth or the
Sun or other planets, or to the solar radiation pressure, or to any atmospheric
drag are neglected. In particular, the effect of the J2 term of the planet's
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gravitational constant has not been taken into account. This is clearly an ap-
proximation, especially for the moon, but it facilitates much simpler analysis
at this stage of the program. More detailed future analysis could consider the
impact of the orbital perturbations on the constellation geometry and/or the
fuel costs to remain in the appropriate configuration.
" Periodic (halo) or quasi-periodic (Lissajous) orbits around the Lagrangian points
L1 and L2 of the Earth-Moon system are considered as a possible location for
Nav/Comm satellites for the exploration of the Moon. In this case, the halo
orbits have been approximated by a circular orbit lying in a plane perpendicular
to the Earth-Moon line, centered about L1. The radius of this orbit is of 10
Moon radii. The period of the satellites on this circular orbit is the one of the
actual halo orbit of the same amplitude.
" The inclination of the equatorial plane with respect to the ecliptic plane has
been neglected in our analysis.
Navigation assumptions: Here are listed the assumptions relative to the naviga-
tion method itself. Most of them closely match the ones used in [27].
" Our analysis uses the trilateration method for the navigation. Both 2-way and
1-way ranging have been considered.
" The measurement uncertainty (standard deviation) is of 1 meter for both 1-way
and 2-way ranging. This assumption follows the one used in some of the Mars
network studies [27].
" The uncertainty on the location of the Nav/Comm satellite on its orbit is con-
sidered to be of 2m along the radial direction, 7m along track, and 7m cross
track. As before, this assumption is based on previous Mars network studies [27].
Radial, along track and cross track directions are shown on Figure 3-1.
" Due to the presence of atmosphere, reliefs, mountains and any visual obstacle, a
minimum elevation angle must be defined for direct visibility of a satellite from
the user. It has been fixed to 5' for the Moon and 150 on Mars (because of the
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Figure 3-1: Radial, along-track and cross-track directions
presence of an atmosphere, which limits direct visibility in directions which are
close to the horizon).
3.1.2 Principles of satellite navigation
In this section are presented the basic principles of satellite navigation. To evaluate a
Nav/Comm constellation along the metrics described in Chapter 2, three intermediate
metrics specific to satellite navigation need to be defined: the Dilution-of-Precision,
the range accuracy, and the Mean Response Time.
Dilution-of-Precision
The Dilution-of-Precision (DOP) is often used in navigation analysis when the mea-
surements available are ranges between the user and beacons, or satellites. Given
some simplifying assumptions that will be described in this section, DOP enables a
simple evaluation of the accuracy reached with a given constellation, and is also a
way to characterize the goodness of the user-satellite geometry. Its derivation is based
on the linearization of the measurement equations, which are given in Eq. 3.1. Each
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measurement available to the used is called a pseudorange. The difference between
range and pseudorange is shown on Figure 3-2. Pseudorange is the apparent mea-
sured range, and it differs from the actual range between the user and the satellite
because of the following effects:
" When using 1-way ranging similar to GPS on Earth, the measurement made by
the receiver is the difference between the signal reception time and the signal
transmission time as carried in the signal. The user clock and the satellite clock
being a priori not synchronized, there is a user clock bias that needs to be
determined [3].
" When the signal is propagating through an atmosphere (Mars case), the iono-
sphere and the troposphere both introduce delays in the signal transmission.
Although the Martian atmosphere is still only partially known, the assumption
is made that these additional delays will be accurately modeled by the time the
Martian exploration starts.
* The position of the satellite on its orbit is uncertain, which introduces another
error.
" There are other disturbing effects, such as multipath and receiver noise.
So the pseudorange measured by the user from satellite k at time t is given by:
Pk(t) = rk(t, t - r) + c[6t,(t) - Stk(t - T)] + Ik(t) + Tk(t) + ek(t) (3.1)
where c is the speed of light, T is the signal transit time, rk (t, t - T) is the actual range
between the user at time t and the satellite at time t -,r. t,(t) and 6 tk(t - T) are the
clock user and satellite biases (with respect to some reference time scale similar to
GPS Time (GPST) on Earth, see [3] for instance) at times t and t - T, respectively.
Ik(t) and Tk(t) are the ionospheric and tropospheric delays, and Ek(t) are the other
errors (mostly satellite position error). Some of these errors can be compensated for:
the ionospheric and tropospheric delays, the satellite clock bias, and the multipath
and receiver noise can be reduced too. This leads to the following simpler equation
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Figure 3-2: Range and corrected pseudorange
involving the corrected pseudorange pk
p = rk + c6tu + fk (3.2)
where the time t has been removed for simplicity and fk represents the residual errors.
Using the position vectors of the user x, and of the satellite k Xk, and replacing the
clock bias term cotu by b,
Pkfl |Xk - X,||+ b+ iEk (3.3)
If 1-way ranging is used, the clock bias b needs to be solved for, so there are a
total of four unknowns for the user (three spatial and b). Therefore at least four
measurements are needed, each corresponding to the nonlinear equation Eq. 3.3. If
2-way ranging is used, only three measurements are needed, as the user clock bias
does not appear. The derivation that follows is done in the first case (1-way ranging),
which is more complicated, and the result will be simply applied to the second case
(2-way ranging).
The following development will lead to a simple expression for the accuracy of a
satellite navigation system. The assumption is made that there is a first estimate of
the user position xso and of the user clock bias I0 . The corresponding pseudorange
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is expressed
Pko = iXk - XuoO + b0  (3.4)
Any measurement given by a pseudorange p' will lead to corrections 6i and 6 that
must be applied to the previous initial estimates. Assuming small corrections, the
non-linear pseudorange equation can be linearized:
opk = pc - po
= HjXk - (kno + )II + ( 0 + 6) + ik - (jIXk - kuolH + b0) (35)
IXk -RuO I
= - e 6- + 6 + k + o( 6 R)
where ek is the unit line-of-sight vector from the user to the satellite k, as shown in
Figure 3-2.
Contrary to GPS used for navigation on Earth, whose space segment is comprised
of 29 satellites (as of 1st March 2001), the number of Nav/Comm satellites that will
orbit the Moon or Mars will be very limited. As a result, three or more satellites will
not be visible simultaneously most of the time (if ever), so the ranging measurements
required to obtain a position fix will not be available simultaneously. Consequently
the user will need to accumulate measurements, either from the same satellite as it
moves along its orbit or from new satellites as they appear above the horizon. Each
new measurement can be used to improve the positioning accuracy, provided that
we can model the user's motion between measurements. The following assumes the
simplest case, where the user is stationary on the surface.
Combining N measurements, either coming simultaneously from different satel-
lites, or from the same or different satellites at different times Eq. 3.5 can be rewritten
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as
op01 -e[ 1
=p 6/2e ~~(3.6)T
6 PN -~N 1
ok1
- = H R+E (3.7)
6b
with
T
-el 1
H = (3.8)
-eT
Defining the augmented state vector 6y as
6y = (3.9)
means that Eq. 3.7 can be rewritten as
6p = H6y + (3.10)
If N is less than 4, Eq. 3.10 cannot be solved directly. If N = 4, this system can be
solved directly, provided that the H matrix is full-rank. More generally, N is greater
that 4, and a solution for 6y can be found using a weighted least-squares estimate.
The objective is to find 6y that will maximize the conditional probability of 6p given
6y, which is equivalent to minimizing the following cost function
1J = -( 6 p - Hoy)TR-1(6p - H6y) (3.11)2
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where R is the covariance of the zero-mean noise vector j
R = E[(g - )(- )T ] = E( (3.12)
The solution to this minimization problem is
6y = (HTR-lH)-lHTR-lop (3.13)
= Htip (3.14)
where
Ht = (HT R-lH)lHTR-1 (3.15)
is the pseudo-inverse of H for the above weighted least-squares problem. The new
estimate y is then
k = yo + Htp (3.16)
and the covariance P of this new estimate is given as a function of the covariance Po
of the first estimate yo and the noise covariance R
P = [Po 1 + HT R-lH] 1  (3.17)
If the first estimate yo is assumed to be arbitrarily chosen, i.e. there is no a priori
knowledge of the user's state, then Po = ooI and Eq. 3.17 reduces to
P = [HT R-lH] 1  (3.18)
In the case where all measurements have the same error distributions, i.e. all the
satellites have the same constant error distribution, a simplified statistical model of
the measurement error E can be used. The measurement errors from the different
satellites are now assumed to be:
" Zero-mean,
" Uncorrelated,
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* Of the same distribution.
So the simplified model chosen for i is
E(g) = 0
R=E(Ej) = oUI
And from Eq. 3.18, the covariance of the estimate error is
P = of (HT H)-l
With G = (HTH)-l, this leads to
o.2 = or2 G22ScrG (3.22)
o7 = or2G33
or = or2G44
b - r 4
The root-mean-square of the position error being the sum of the precedent values,
this leads to the definition of the Position Dilution-Of-Precision (PDOP):
RMS- o + o2 + or = 0- /Gn + G2 2 + G3 3 = orPDOP (3.23)
with
PDOP = V/G + G2 2 + G3 3  (3.24)
Similarly can be defined the Time Dilution-Of-Precision (PDOP):
TDOP = C/ 4 (3.25)
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(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
Table 3.1: Orbit errors
Direction I o
Radial (R) 2m
Along track (T) 7m
Cross track (N) 7m
and the Geometric Dilution-Of-Precision
GDOP = 1/G1+ G2 2 + G33 + G44 = fTrace(G) (3.26)
Most of our analysis will be based on the PDOP. In the following, PDOP will be used
to refer to the instantaneous value obtained by a set of simultaneous measurements,
as opposed to the integrated PDOP, called PDOP, which will correspond to the value
of PDOP as new satellite measurements are integrated in the measurement matrix H
over time.
The DOP metric can be interpreted as the influence of the user-satellite geometry
on the navigation accuracy.
Range accuracy
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the range measurement is subject to many error sources,
which will be modeled as follows
* The main source of error is assumed to be due to the uncertainty of the satellite
on its orbit. This is the slant range error o-
e other measurement errors (such as receiver noise) are modeled by a white, zero-
mean, Gaussian noise with standard deviation o-m
Table 3.1 lists the orbit errors that were chosen to be consistent with the Martian
gravity field MGS75B developed from data from Mars Global Surveyor [27].
The total slant range error epk from satellite k is equal to the projection of the
position error of satellite k along the line-of-sight vector ek:
Epk = Ek ' ek (3.27)
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Taking the components of ek in the (R, T, N) reference frame (which is described in
Figure 3-1), and using the radial, along track and cross track error standard deviations
[27], this gives for the variance of Epk:
k = (ek -R) 2cr + (ek - T)2 42 + (ek - N) 2 U2 (3.28)
Both 1-way and 2-way other measurement errors are modeled by a white gaussian
noise with standard deviation on = im. So assuming uncorrelated errors, the total
ranging accuracy from satellite k has a standard deviation
o= o + o (3.29)
Mean response time
The Mean Response Time (MRT) is defined as the time a user on surface has to
wait before they obtain a "good enough" navigation fix. This metric is based on
the assumption that a navigation fix will generally not be available in real-time.
Indeed, because of the limited number of Nav/Comm satellites, three or four satellites
will not be visible simultaneously most of the time, and the three to four ranging
measurements required (depending on whether time is an extra unknown or no) to
get a position fix will not be available simultaneously. Consequently the user will need
to accumulate measurements, either from the same satellite as it moves along its orbit
or from new satellites as they appear above the horizon. Each new measurement will
augment the H matrix with an additional Line-Of-Sight vector, which will in turn
decrease the value of PDOPj. And the MRT is defined as the time the user must wait
so that PDOP < 5.
3.1.3 Final metrics
As stated in Chapter 2, the different Nav/Comm architectures will be evaluated and
compared along a set of navigation and communication metrics. The navigation
metrics considered are the navigation accuracy, the navigation coverage, and the
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navigation operability. In this section is shown how the metrics specific to satellite
constellation, i.e. the DOP, the ranging accuracy and the MRT, are used to compute
the final navigation metrics which have just been listed.
Accuracy
In general, and as described in section 3.1.2, measurement errors associated with
different satellites have different standard deviations. In this case, the measurement
error covariance is of the form
R = Cov(g) = diag(o, o-2 2 v) (3.30)
for N measurements. The position error covariance matrix is then
P = Cov = (HTR-1H) 1  (3.31)
Lb
And as described in Chapter 2, the position accuracy is then
RMS = /PuI + P22 + P 33; (3.32)
An assuming that all measurements have the same uncertainty
RMS = or PDOP() (3.33)
However, the variation in the user-satellite geometry has the strongest impact on
changes on the accuracy of the navigation fix (as compared to variation in ranging
accuracies over time or over different satellites). Consequently, the calculation of the
PDOP and PDOP metrics provides a lot of insight on the overall performance of the
constellation.
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Coverage
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, a navigation fix will typically not be immediately avail-
able from the navigation constellation because there are only a few Nav/Comm satel-
lites orbiting the planet. Nevertheless, providing that the user can wait a certain
time, a navigation fix can be made available on most of the surface of the planet
by accumulating measurements. Consequently, the coverage depends on this waiting
time period. For example, the surface area where a navigation fix is immediately
available will be much smaller than the surface area where a navigation fix will be
available after a waiting period of one hour. Consequently two similar metrics have
been defined to evaluate the coverage performance of the navigation constellations,
corresponding to two different key values for the waiting time MRT:
" Coverage1 : surface area where a navigation fix is possible in a time less than
1 minute. This waiting time is small enough not to significantly disturb explo-
ration activities and allows for real-time or quasi-real-time navigation.
" Coverage2: surface area where a navigation fix is possible in a time less than 1
hour. This longer waiting time corresponds to a surface area where real-time or
quasi-real-time navigation are not possible. Nevertheless, a navigation fix is still
available after a wait that is long, but still possible in practice. For instance,
one can imagine the astronauts doing some scientific (e.g. samples collection)
or exploration (e.g. outpost setup) while staying essentially at the same place
and therefore acquiring a position fix meanwhile.
The coverage will be given as percentage of the total surface area of the planet,
approximated by a sphere:
Coveragei = A i = 1, 2 (3.34)
47rRm
where Ai is the surface area where a navigation fix is possible in a time less than the
corresponding waiting time, and Rm is the radius of the planet.
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Operability
This metric is a measure of the ease of operation of each navigation architecture and
of the effort spent by the astronauts navigating. In the special case of navigation
using a Nav/Comm satellite constellation, this definition translates to the time the
user has to wait before getting a position fix. As for the coverage, the operability
metric relies on the MRT intermediate metric. Nevertheless, the geographic area is
not taken into account here, as only the MRT at the main place of exploration (e.g.
at the South pole for polar lunar exploration) is considered.
3.1.4 Tools developed
A Constellation analysis tool has been developed for communication and navigation.
This tool evaluates the navigation and communication metrics of a Nav/Comm satel-
lites constellation.
Tool Inputs
The inputs of this tool are:
A description of the constellation in terms of number of satellites, satellites
location (lunar or martian orbit, libration point orbit), and constellation orbital
parameters. The constellation description is given with NLO, which is the
Number of satellites in Libration point Orbit, and with the matrix:
1 al ei Q1 wi N1 p1
i2 a 2  e2 Q2 02  N2  W2MOS= (3.35)
iNo aN eNo QNo WNo NN o No
where No is the number of different orbits, ik, ak, ek, Qk, Wk are respectively
the inclination, the semimajor axis, the eccentricity, the right ascension of the
ascending node, and the argument of perigee of the kth orbit. Nk is the number
of satellites on the kth orbit and P is the initial phasing of the first satellite
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on the kth orbit. All satellites on a given orbit are assumed to be regularly
spaced, for both Moon/Mars and libration point orbits, i.e. their initial mean
anomalies are evenly spaced on the orbit (see Eq. 3.38). This is justified by the
need to have a navigation performance as stable as possible over time.
" The location of the user, given in a (latitude, longitude) format
" Navigation parameters, such as the orbit uncertainties described in section 3.1.2
as well as the minimum elevation angle for a satellite to be seen by the user.
Orbit propagation
The Nav/Comm satellites trajectories are then computed using a Keplerian orbit
propagator. All computations are first made in an inertial (ex, ey, ez) reference frame.
All variables given in the rotating Planet-fixed reference frame will have the subscript
R. First the mean anomaly M of satellite k on orbit no is computed as follows:
M = Mo + nt (3.36)
assuming to = 0, where n is the mean motion of the satellite and is given by
n = GM (3.37)
a3
where GM equals the planet's gravitational constant: GM = 1.54 x 108km 3/min 2 for
Mars and GM = 1.77 x 107 km 3 /min 2 for the Moon. Mo is the satellite's initial mean
anomaly
2r
Mo = N + pno (3.38)Nn
assuming that all satellites on the same orbit have regularly spaced initial mean
anomalies. The eccentric anomaly E can be computed using Kepler's equation 3.39
E- esinE = M (3.39)
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which is solved for E in an iterative fashion employing Newton's method. Then the
unit vectors P and Q are computed. P is the unit vector pointing towards the perigee,
and Q is the unit vector perpendicular to P, and corresponding to a true anomaly
v = Z, as shown in Figure 3-3.
P and Q are given as follows [45]
cosw cosQ - sin wcosisin Q
P cos w sin Q + sin w cos i cos Q (3.40)
sin w sin J
and
- sin w cos Q - cos w cos i sin Q
Q - sin w sin Q + cos w cos i cos Q (3.41)
cosw sin i
Now the satellite position and velocity vectors can be computed from the ellipse
geometry shown in Figure 3-4.
r = xe P+Ye Q
= r cos y P + r sin v Q (3.42)
= a(cos E - e) P + a1 1- e2 sin E Q
with
r = a(1 - ecosE) (3.43)
Similarly, the velocity vector is given by:
_ GMa
- = r (-sin E P + V1 - e2 cos E Q) (3.44)
r
The trajectories being obtained first in the inertial reference frame, they can be
then computed in a Planed-fixed reference frame, using the rotation matrix
rR = Ror (3.45)
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with
cos Qot sin ot 0
Ro= - sin Qot cosQot 0 (3.46)
0 0 1
where Q0 is the planet's sidereal frequency. For Mars, Qo = 7.1 x 10- 5s-1, and for
the Moon, Qo = 2.7 x 10- 6s- 1.
For the satellites in libration point orbit in the Moon case, the trajectories are
computed using the simplifying assumptions described in 3.1.1. The satellites are
assumed to be on a halo orbit of the Earth-Moon system. This halo orbit is approx-
imated by a circle whose plane is perpendicular with the Earth-Moon axis. First the
angular position of the satellite k on this circle is obtained
27r 2wr
Ok (t) = -t + (k - 1) 2(3.47)T NLO
and the position vector of the satellite k can then be computed, in the Moon-fixed
reference frame. Indeed, the libration points and the halo orbits around them are
fixed with respect to the Earth's and the Moon's center of masses. The Moon itself
begin fixed with respect to these points, the halo orbits are fixed in the Moon-fixed
reference frame. The position vector of satellite k is then given by
XL1
rR = Rhalo COS Ok (t) (3.48)
Rhalo sin 0 k (t)
as shown in Figure 3-5. Rhalo is chosen to be equal to ten Moon radii (or 17, 374km),
as in [30], as it is a large enough value to ensure visibility at the South Pole. XL1 is
the distance from the center of the Moon to Li (58, 777km).
The position vector in the inertial reference frame is obtained using the rotation
matrix Ro
r = Ro-JrR (3.49)
and note that only Li and L2 are considered.
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Metrics computation and outputs
At each time and for each satellite, the line-of-sight vector is computed. This enables
to determine if the satellite is visible or not. If the elevation angle 3 as shown in
Figure 3-6 is greater than the minimum elevation angle 3 min, the satellite is considered
to be visible from the user.
If the satellite k is visible from the user, the radial, along track and across track
vectors are computed, and the total measurement error is obtained from the combi-
nation of the slant range and ranging errors, as shown in Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 3.29. The
line-of-sight vector ek is then added to the measurement matrix H and PDOP is
calculated according to 3.23. When the integrated PDOP gets below 5, the aug-
mentation process is stopped, the time required to obtain this value for PDOP is
stored as Response Time, and H is reset to zero. At the end of the simulation, the
Mean Response Time is then obtained as the average of all Response Times. The
average accuracy obtained through the simulation is also given according to Eq. 3.32.
The simulation can be repeated for a part or the whole surface of the planet.
Then (latitude, longitude) maps of the surface of the planet are generated, showing
contour plots of equal MRT. The coverage metrics are computed using Eq. 3.34.
In summary, the outputs of the constellation analysis tool are:
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" Constellation visibility (number of satellites visible) over time
" Instantaneous and Integrated PDOP over time
" Accuracy over time
" Mean Response Time and Mean Accuracy
" Coverage maps
" Coverage metrics (Coveragei)
3.1.5 Constellation design process
The whole option space of orbits suitable for navigation and communication appli-
cations has been divided in different orbit classes. The choice of these orbit classes
has been made according to the recommended locations for surface exploration: the
South Pole for the Moon, and the equatorial region for Mars.
Orbit classes
Three classes of orbits have been defined, for both the Moon and Mars.
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* Moon orbit classes:
- Circular (C): circular (e = 0) orbits, with altitudes ranging from 100km to
10, 000km, and inclination ranging from i = 450 to i = 90' (polar orbit).
- Elliptic (E): these orbits are all the eccentric orbits, with inclination rang-
ing from i = 45' to i = 90' (polar orbit).
- Libration Point Orbit (L): as no specific interest for the dark side of the
Moon has been shown by the Surface Exploration team, only L1 halo orbits
have been considered. As explained in section 3.1.4, halo orbits have been
approximated by circular trajectories of radius equivalent to ten Moon
radii (which corresponds to an orbital period of ~_ 291 hours).
* Mars orbit classes:
- Circular (C): circular (e = 0) orbits, with altitudes ranging from 500km
to 10, 000km, and inclination ranging from i = 0' (equatorial orbit) to
i = 450.
- Elliptic (E): these orbits are all the eccentric orbits, with inclination rang-
ing from i = 0' (equatorial orbit) to i = 45 .
- Synchronous (S): Mars-synchronous orbits are all orbits with the same
semimajor axis as the Mars-stationary orbit. According to Kepler's third
law, this semimajor axis a, is given by
a ( GMmars 20, 4 2 8 km (3.50)
n2 )
where GMMars is Mars gravitational constant and n is Mars rotation rate.
This class of orbits includes Mars-stationary orbits for i = 00 and e = 0,
whose groundtrack is a point on the equator of the planet. For non-zero
inclination or eccentricity, these orbits do not stay all the time above the
same point anymore, but on average only. Their ground tracks become
closed loops around this point. By staying above the same region around
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Table 3.2: Orbit classes
Moon Mars
Circular (C) Circular (C)
Elliptic (E) Elliptic (E)
Libration Point Orbit (L) Mars-synchronous (S)
the martian equator while still moving, this class of orbits shows properties
quite suited to equatorial navigation.
The orbit classes are summarized in Table 3.2.
On Figures 3-7 and 3-8 are shown examples of each of the three classes of orbits
considered in the lunar case, in the Moon-fixed and inertial reference frames respec-
tively. The thick curve represents a high-inclination (i = 800) circular orbit with a
semimajor axis a = Rm + 10, OOOkm= 11, 737km (R, being the radius of the Moon).
The thin curve represents a Molniya orbit (i = 650, a = Rm + 10, 000km= 11, 737km,
e = 0.7). Lastly, the dashed curve represents a halo orbit around L1.
On Figures 3-9 and 3-10 are shown examples of each of the three classes of
orbits considered in the Mars case, in the Mars-fixed and inertial reference frames
respectively. The thick curve represents a medium-inclination (i = 450) circular orbit
with a semimajor axis a = RM +5, OOOkm= 8,397km (RM being the radius of Mars).
The thin curve represents a Molniya orbit (i = 650 , a = RM + 10, 000km= 13, 397km,
e = 0.7). Lastly, the dashed curve represents a slightly eccentric Mars-synchronous
orbit (i = 150, a = 20,428km, e = 0.1).
Constellation design
The objective is to design the constellation with the best combined Nav/Comm per-
formance, subject to the following constraints:
" For the Moon, the most plausible place of exploration will be the South Pole
region.
" For Mars, the most plausible place of exploration will be the equatorial region.
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* The constellation size is limited to four satellites (Performance architecture, see
section 3.1.1).
These preferred locations drove the design of the Nav/Comm constellations. For
the Moon, the Nav/Comm performances should be the best in a continental region
around the South Pole. Therefore only high-inclination orbits (i > 450) have been
taken into account. In addition to that, any circular orbit will provide equivalent
coverage of the North and South poles, for symmetry reasons, which is considered as
suboptimal. On the opposite, a highly eccentric orbit whose apogee is chosen to be
placed above the South Pole should provide the required performance. Indeed, due to
Kepler's second law, any satellite traveling on such an orbit will spend most of the time
above the South Pole, and the southern polar region should therefore benefit of a good
coverage. These high-eccentricity, high-inclination orbits are know as Molniya orbits
and were used by the Soviet Union to provide with good communication coverage over
high-latitude regions. So it is expected that a constellation made of four satellites
on at least two different Molniya orbits should provide with the best Nav/Comm
performance over the South Pole region.
For Mars, the Nav/Comm performances should be best above the equatorial re-
gion. So low-inclination (i < 450) orbits are to be preferred. In addition to that, the
exploration is more likely to take place on an area of continental size of the equatorial
region, around a place of interest for instance, rather than on the whole equatorial
region. So instead of a continuous coverage of the equator, a better coverage of a
smaller yet still sizable (continental) area is being looked for. Mars-stationary satel-
lites (analogous to geostationary satellites) have the nice property to stay above the
same location on the ground. But though this is a nice property for communication
purposes, it is not so suited to navigation. Indeed, for a user on the ground, such
satellites are fixed in the sky, so they cannot provide with different ranging measure-
ments over time, and consequently do not improve much the positioning accuracy
(as PDOP is constant). On the contrary, Mars-synchronous orbits as described in
section 3.1.5 have an apparent motion (though with limited amplitude) as seen from a
user on the ground, and at the same time stay on average above the same location on
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Table 3.3: Moon Constellations
Const. Name j Description I MRT (min)
Moonla 1C 979
Moonib 4C 37.2
Moon2a 4E 0.412
Moon2b 6E 0
Moon3a 1L 5156
Moon3b 4L 555
Moon3c 6L 17.5
Moon4 3C3E 0
Moon5 4E2L 0.152
the ground. So a constellation made of three to four navigation satellites on different
Mars-synchronous orbits is expected to give the best navigation performance.
Design Evaluation and Downselect
Despite the previous qualitative considerations, all the orbit classes mentioned in
Section 3.1.5 need to be taken into account in the design of a first set of constellations
that will be evaluated quantitatively. So numerous combinations of different orbits
coming from both the two types of orbits highlighted before and from any of the
three classes described in Section 3.1.5 have been elaborated. Some of them are
briefly presented in Table 3.3, along with their performance in terms of MRT (which
is a key intermediate metric in terms of coverage and operability) at the South Pole.
The description of these constellations is given in the form ncCnEEnLL, with nc,
nE and nL being the number of satellites in Circular, Elliptic and Libration point
orbits respectively. Though the total number of satellites will not exceed four in our
final design, there are up to six satellites here in order to gain some insight about the
impact of additional satellites on performance.
The circular orbits have a semimajor axis a = Rm + 10, OOOkm= 11, 737km for
the Moon, and a = Rm + 5, OOOkm= 8,397km for Mars, and inclination i = 45*. The
elliptic orbits are Molniya orbits, with a semimajor axis a = Rm/ + 10, 000km, an
eccentricity e = 0.7 and and inclination i = 65'. These particular choices of orbital
elements are based on a manual optimization process. These results are based on
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Table 3.4: Mars Constellations
Const. Name I Description I MRT (min)
Marsla 1C 507
Mars1b 2C 237
Marslc 4C 24
Mars2a 2E 431
Mars2b 4E 200
Mars3 2C2E 47.3
Mars4 3S 0
2-way ranging, but simulations based on 1-way ranging simply show a slightly larger
MRT and do not change how each constellation compare with the others.
As expected from section 3.1.5, it appears from Table 3.3 that the constellations
composed of Molniya orbits (Moon2a, Moon2b, Moon4 and Moon6) for the Moon and
Mars-synchronous orbits (Mars4) for Mars have much better navigation performance
than the constellations composed of circular or libration point orbits. Therefore our
constellations will be composed of Molniya orbits for the lunar South Pole and Mars-
synchronous orbits for Mars, as expected from the design considerations presented in
section 3.1.5.
In addition to these navigation considerations, the Communication analysis [6]
came to the following conclusions:
" For the Moon, a single satellite in a Molniya orbit provides the necessary com-
munication performances, as indicated by the following communication metrics
evaluations:
- Communication coverage is continental
- Communication availability is about 80%
" For Mars, a single satellite in a Mars-synchronous orbit fulfills the communica-
tion requirements too:
- Communication coverage is continental
- Communication availability is about 95%
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As these single-satellite architectures provide some limited navigation performance
(as will be detailed in Chapter 4) , they will form the core of our so-called Simple
architecture. Augmented to form full constellations, they will form our Performance
architecture. Here is the result of the constellation design process:
Simple architecture For the Moon polar (South Pole) mission, the nav/comm
satellite is chosen to be on a Molniya-like orbit (a = Rm + 10, 000km, i = 65' and
e = 0.7). And for the Mars equatorial mission, the Nav/Comm satellite is chosen
to be on a circular (e = 0) Mars-synchronous (h = 17, 000km) on slightly inclined
(i = 150) orbit.
Performance architecture For the Mars equatorial mission, the constellation is
chosen to be composed of three Mars-synchronous satellites (h = 17, 000km) on a
slightly elliptical (e = 0.1) and inclined (i = 15') orbit. For the Moon polar (South
Pole) mission, the constellation is chosen to be composed of four satellites on two
orbital planes with Molnyia-like orbits (a = Rm + 10, 000km, i = 65' and e = 0.7).
3.2 On-Surface Assets Analysis
Though on-orbit Nav/Comm satellites are necessary to do beyond line-of-sight explo-
ration, they constitute a heavy and expensive infrastructure, and might not give the
accuracy required for some demanding scientific activities (see Chapter 1). In addition
to providing easily with local navigation around the base, on-surface beacons do have
the capability to support this type of high accuracy requirements. They also consti-
tute a support to onboard relative navigation devices, such as odometers and inertial
sensors, as will be described in Chapter 4. As for the Nav/Comm constellations, a
number of assumptions have been made to perform the required analysis.
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3.2.1 Assumptions
To simplify the analysis, a certain number of assumptions have been made concerning
the surface beacons. The main assumptions used are the following:
* Surface beacons characteristics assumptions:
- Only active beacons have been considered,
- This analysis is limited to two different kinds of active surface beacons:
ranging beacons and ranging/heading beacons. This two types of beacons
will be discussed in more details below, in Section 3.2.2.
- The beacon network is assumed to be initialized, i.e. all positions of the
beacons of the network are assumed to be known with infinite accuracy.
* Environment assumptions:
- The terrain surrounding the beacons is assumed to be flat, i.e. there is no
mountains or rocks likely to obstruct the antenna signals. Consequently
a rover traveling in the area enclosed in a disk of radius the line-of-sight
distance around any beacon can communicate with the beacon at any time.
- The impact of the presence or not of an atmosphere on signal transmission
is neglected.
3.2.2 Types of beacons
Two different types of surface beacons have been considered, corresponding to dif-
ferent purposes: ranging beacons for precise local navigation, and ranging/heading
beacons for Line-Of-Sight coverage around the base station.
Ranging beacons
The ranging beacons are considered to be GPS transceivers (or pseudolites) with the
following parameters:
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* Height: 4m. This choice allows for a large line-of-sight distance (5.7km on the
Moon and 7.8km on Mars) for a one-meter high rover antenna, while still being
relatively light and easy to deploy.
* Ranging accuracy: 9b = 3cm. This value is consistent with recent research on
pseudolites networks [31, 32].
VOR/DME-like beacons
The ranging/heading beacons are considered to be analog to Very High Frequency
Omnidirectional Range (VOR) stations coupled with Distance Measuring Equipment
(DME) commonly used for aerial navigation on Earth. DME is a radar system which
determines slant range between the user and the beacon by using 2-way ranging.
The following characteristics have been assumed:
" Heading accuracy: 10. This value is consistent with actual VOR stations accu-
racy
" Ranging accuracy: the typical ranging accuracy of DME systems is about 0.2
nautical miles, or ~ 300m.
The advantage of these beacons is that only one is theoretically enough to de-
termine the user's location. But their accuracy is limited and cannot satisfy most
of scientific accuracy requirements. Therefore they are mostly thought as a way to
provide absolute navigation fixes in a line-of-sight circle around the base station.
Consequently, all of our architectures will have such a beacon at the base station
location, which will give some (but limited, for both accuracy and coverage) absolute
navigation capabilities around the base station.
3.2.3 Dilution-Of-Precision and accuracy analysis
The analysis of beacon networks performances is very similar to the one performed
with satellite constellations. In the ranging beacons case, the measurement is the
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Beacon 1
Beacon 2
Figure 3-11: Illustration of bad vertical geometry
same as in the satellite constellation study, and therefore a very similar analysis
based on the evaluation of the Dilution-of-Precision is possible.
As discussed in the assumptions section 3.2.1, the beacon network is assumed
to be a priori perfectly known. The user is located somewhere in the vicinity of
the beacon network. Then for each beacon in the network, its visibility from the
user is determined (i.e. its distance to the user is compared to the line-of-sight
distance). For each visible beacon a unit line-of-sight vector is computed, which
augments the measurement matrix H. Then the PDOP is computed in the same way
as in the constellation analysis (see Eq. 3.24). All beacons having the same height, the
geometric configuration in the vertical direction is very poor as shown in Figure 3-11,
so it is sensible to separate the horizontal and vertical Dilution-Of-Precision, which
are defined as
" Horizontal Dilution-Of-Precision: HDOP = vG 11 + G 22
" Vertical Dilution-Of-Precision: VDOP = v/Gas
Assuming a total measurement uncertainty characterized by a standard deviation
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Ub = 3cm, it is then possible to estimate the horizontal positioning accuracy achieved
by the beacon network using the usual DOP formula
RMS= o+ o = bHDOP (3.51)
Notice that in contrary to the satellite constellation case, the beacons are fixed on
the ground, which has two consequences: first no time-integration of the PDOP is
possible (there is no PDOP metric), and second three beacons need to be visible at
any time to compute a navigation fix.
3.2.4 Traverse analysis
Typical exploration traverses will be 50km or less long. The objective of this analysis
is to design a network of ranging beacons to support precise navigation requirements
along such a path.
The line-of-sight distance for a user antenna at height h, and a beacon antenna
at height hb is obtained with the formula
LOS = hb + 2hbR Iu + h + 2huRm/M (3.52)
which follows from geometric considerations based on Figure 3-12. Rm/M is the radius
of the Moon (subscript m) or Mars (subscript M).
For a given traverse length, a simple beacon network can be designed. First, at
least three beacons need to be visible at any location along the traverse. So the
beacon network will consist of a set of elementary beacon triangles. As some angular
separation between the beacons is necessary to get a good enough position accuracy,
the triangles will be chosen equilateral. Furthermore, this configuration also allows
for some transversal travel.
Another design parameters if the size of the elementary triangle. This size will be
related to the Line-Of-Sight distance. If rt is the "radius" of the elementary triangle,
understood at the distance from the intersection of its angle bisectors to any of its
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hb LOS
Figure 3-12: Line-of-sight distance
vertices as shown in Figure 3-13, then for r* = LOS all the area included inside the
triangle will be covered by the three beacons. But it is necessary to have a continuous
coverage from one elementary triangle to another, so the actual value for rt needs to
be taken slightly less than r*. A value of rt = 0.7r* gives a minimum total number
of beacons while keeping a continuous coverage and providing with some limited
transversal coverage.
Typical exploration traverses on the surface of the Moon and Mars will be 50km or
less long [6]. The beacon network process outlined above gives a set of six consecutive
triangles, for a total of 18 beacons. The predicted accuracy achievable using this
network on the (x, y) plane is shown on Figure 3-14, and always stays below 10cm.
The dark area surrounding the network corresponds to regions where less than three
beacons are visible, and therefore no navigation fix using only beacons is possible.
Note however, that using ranging beacons for linear traverse paths has many
drawbacks. First, a lot of infrastructure (18 beacons in the previous example) is re-
quired. From a network setup point of view, this is inefficient in terms of distance
traveled (mostly because of the triangular shape which is nevertheless unavoidable)
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Figure 3-13: Elementary triangle
and in terms of time spent by the astronauts for the whole setup process. As a con-
sequence, the use of ranging beacons network should be focused on local exploration
in a small area (with dimensions of the same order of magnitude as the Line-Of-Sight
distance) rather than on traverse paths. For such applications, the previous analysis
also shows that very high accuracies can be reached (< 10cm), which satisfies most
of the scientific requirements (see Figure 3-14).
3.3 Onboard Sensors
For the on-orbit and on-surface navigation assets have been presented analysis meth-
ods for the evaluation of navigation metrics. In the case of onboard sensors, a similar
approach will be followed as the different onboard sensors (vision-based excepted)
will be integrated in a filter as will be explained in Chapter 4. In this section are
presented the sensors models and the corresponding measurement equations that will
be integrated in the navigation filter.
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3.3.1 Inertial sensors
The Inertial Navigation System (INS) that has been considered in our study has three
orthogonally-mounted rate gyroscopes, a triaxial accelerometer and two inclinometers.
The measurements from the INS are the three angular rates and the three acceleration
components, given in the rover reference frame (defined on Figure 3-15). The three
angles are 0, p, <0 around the x, y, and z axis respectively. The corresponding angular
rates are 4, , and q. The three acceleration components given in the rover reference
frame are obtained from the acceleration components in the external, inertial frame
ax, ay and az(= g), using the transformation matrix
aR = RTa (3.53)
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where R the transformation matrix from the planet-fixed reference frame to the rover
reference frame
cos# -sin4 0 [ cos@ 0 sin1 1 0 0
R sin# cos# 0 0 1 0 0 cos0 -- sin0 (3.54)
0 0 1 -sin p 0 cos@ 0 sin0 cos0
so that
cos V) cos # a. + cos 0 sin # ay - sin ' a,
aR ~ (sin 0 sin? cos - cos 0 sin 0) a, + (sin 0 sin / sin 0 + cos 0 cos 0) ay + sin 0 cos ?) az
[(cos 0 sin V$ cos $ + sin 0 sin #) ax + (cos 0 sin 7$ sin p - sin 0 cos #) ay + cos 0 cos 4 az
(3.55)
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Table 3.5: Drift model parameters
Sensor| C1  C 2  I T | o
Gyro 0.153'/s -0.264o/s 5.64 min 0.24'/s
Acc-x 6.6cm/s 2  -148.7cm/s 2  16.3 min 5cm/s 2
Acc-y 2.7cm/s 2  -92.4cm/s 2  4.45 min 5cm/s 2
Acc-z 21.2cm/s 2  -56.9cm/s 2  138.5 min 5cm/s 2
All inertial measurements are corrupted by a bias c and an assumed white, zero-mean
noise vector v, so that the final measurement vector is
z =
cos V$ cos $ a. + cos p sin $ ay - sin $ az
(sin0 sin V cos $ - cos 0 sin#) a. + (sin0 sin $ sin $ + cos 0 cos$) ay + sin0 cos4@ az
(cos 6 sin V cos & + sin 0 sin#) a. + (cos 0 sin $ sin $ - sin 0 cos$) ay + cos cos V a,_
E6 VI
6* V 2
+ + Us (3.56)
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For each measurement, the bias error is approximated by a model of the form (from
the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative least-squares method as shown in [21, 22])
e(t) = C1(1 - e-'/T) + C2 (3.57)
Table 3.5 lists the parameters of this drift model [21, 22]. These measurement and
error models will be used in Chapter 4 in an integrated navigation system, along
with other types of onboard (celestial) and off-board (surface beacons, navigation
satellites) navigation assets.
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3.3.2 Celestial navigation
Celestial sensors can be grouped in two types: star sensors and sun sensors. They
can provide an absolute positioning capability, but the accuracy is typically very poor
compared to other absolute positioning methods (i.e., on the order of 20km) [8, 9].
So these sensors will be considered in our study as absolute heading sensors only.
This type of measurement is usually provided on Earth by magnetic devices such as
compass, but the lack of a strong magnetic field on both the Moon and Mars prohibits
the use of such a sensor. Star trackers usually require a narrow field-of-view, which
may not be suited to a rover motion on a rough motion [11]. In addition, they will not
provide any information during the daytime, at least on Mars. So only sun sensors
will be considered here, as a absolute heading sensor.
The sun sensor considered in our analysis is fully described in Refs. [12, 20].
This sun sensor is called the Wide Angle Sun Sensor (WAAS) and was developed
by Lockheed Martin. It has a 1600 field-of-view, and provides heading information
(the vehicle's orientation as shown in Figure 4-2) by using pitch and roll information
given by an accelerometer and the time of the day. The picture information from
the sun sensor is converted into an orientation angle through a calibration table.
The time required to access this table limits the frequency at which the sun sensor
measurements are available. While typical odometry sensors are available at a f, =
50Hz frequency, the sun sensor input rate is assumed to less than fss = 10Hz [12].
The measurement equation from the sun sensor is
Z = # + VsS (3.58)
where Vss is a white Gaussian noise, with a standard deviation ass = 0.31rad [12].
3.3.3 Vision-based navigation
Cozman and Krotkov [10] used a feature-based approach to deduce position estimates
from panoramas taken by a camera mounted on a rover. Mountains and peaks ap-
pearing in the panoramas are first detected, and position and heading estimates are
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then generated by matching the peaks to a Digital Elevation Map (DEM) of the
surrounding area. Real tests on Earth gave positioning accuracies below 100m with
DEMs resolution of 30m. Provided that the DEMs that will be available for the
Moon and Mars at the time of exploration will have at least this resolution (30m)
and that they will cover the areas of interest for surface exploration, which seems
likely, absolute positioning with accuracies better than 100m can be expected from
such navigation techniques.
As a consequence, in our analysis the assumption has been made that absolute
positioning with this accuracy is obtained by a camera mounted on a rover. This
vision/landmark detection system is the only way to get absolute positioning with
reasonable accuracy (less than 1km, which is much better than with celestial devices)
beyond the line-of-sight, without necessitating the extra infrastructure implied by
the use of surface beacons and navigation satellites. Consequently vision cameras
will constitute one of the most important components of our Minimalist architecture
(which is intended to be based on onboard sensors only). It will also be one element
of our Simple and Performance architectures as a backup and an aid to the abso-
lute positioning provided by the navigation satellites present in these two heavier
architectures.
Measurement and error models (see Eq. 3.56, Eq. 3.58) as well as analysis methods
(see sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.3) have been developed for the different kinds of navigation
assets and sensors that are the elements of our three different navigation architectures.
These models and tool will be integrated in Chapter 4 in order to perform analysis
of a full navigation equipment.
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Chapter 4
Navigation Analysis Integration
and Results
The models and tools developed in Chapter 3 are now going to be integrated in order
to perform the analysis of a full navigation equipment. The first section of this chapter
describes the integration tools that were developed to combine measurements from
different types of assets. Then the evaluations of the three Nav/Comm architectures
and their augmentation options are presented in the second section.
4.1 Navigation Analysis Integration Tools
4.1.1 Integration of surface beacons and navigation satellites
One of the disadvantages of ranging beacon networks is their very bad vertical accu-
racy, as explained in section 3.2.3. One possibility to improve this vertical accuracy
when required is to use the ranging measurement coming from a Nav/Comm satellite.
Surface beacons and navigation satellites provide the user with the same kind of mea-
surements, i.e. ranging measurements. Consequently measurements from these two
types of assets can be easily combined in the same PDOP metric (see section 3.1.2 for
a description of the PDOP metric). The following simulation illustrates this method
using one navigation satellite in an equatorial circular orbit around Mars simultane-
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Figure 4-1: Combined PDOP for surface beacons and navigation satellites
ously with a beacon network made of three surface beacons in an equilateral triangle
configuration. The length of each side of the triangle is approximatively 2250 m.
This configuration allows the three beacons to be visible from any point inside the
triangle. The satellite orbits Mars at an altitude h = 5, 000 km. The user is located
on the equator, at the center of the beacon network.
Figure 4-1 shows when the navigation satellite is visible from the user, as well as
the Horizontal (HDOP) and Vertical (VDOP) Dilution-Of-Precision. The impact
of the navigation satellite on the HDOP is minimal as expected, but very important
on the VDOP. As soon as the navigation satellite appears above the horizon, the
VDOP quickly decreases until it reaches 1, and then grows again.
4.1.2 Integration of onboard sensors with external assets
The integrated analysis of onboard sensors of different types such as inertial devices
(accelerometers and gyros), odometers, celestial sensors with external measurements
coming either from surface beacons or navigation satellites requires the development
of a filter to combine, in the best possible way, these different types of measurements.
First, a kinematic model of a standard four-wheeled rover is needed to be incorporated
in the filter.
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Figure 4-2: Rover model
Rover model
The geometric description of the rover is shown on Figure 4-2. The (x,y) position of
the rover is taken at the middle of the rear wheel axis. # is the orientation of the
rover with respect to a reference direction. a is the steering angle of the front wheels.
L is the length of the rover, and V is its speed. For simplicity, the angular speed of
the wheels as well as the steering angle are assumed to be piecewise constant. The
rover model described in Figure 4-2 has the following equations of motion
Vcos#
Vsin# (4.1)
= tan a
Extended Kalman Filter
The model described above will be implemented in an extended Kalman filter, which is
theoretically described in this section (see [4] for a more detailed derivation). Discrete
time dynamics have been considered in the following derivation.
Linear case: In the special case of linear measurement and state equations (see
Eq. 4.2 and 4.3), the optimal filter (i.e. which minimizes the mean-square estimation
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error) is the Kalman filter.
Xk+1 'JkXk + Wk (4.2)
Zk HkXk + vk (4-3)
where Xk is the state vector, 4 k is the state transition matrix, Zk is the measure-
ment vector, Hk is the measurement matrix, Wk is the process noise and Vk is the
measurement noise. Wk and Vk are assumed to be white sequences having zero cross-
correlation. The covariance matrices of Wk and Vk are assumed to be known and
given by
E[wkwl = Qki, i =k
0, i $ k
and
T] Rk, i k
E[vkv = , (4.5)
0, i k
Starting from an estimate ik of the state vector and the error covariance matrix
Pk = E[(xk - Rk)(Xk - k)T] at time tk, the Kalman filter computes their values at
time tk+1 in two steps: one update step and one propagation step.
The update step modifies the value of the estimate taking into account the dif-
ference between the actual measurement vector Zk and the expected measurement
vector Hkak as follows
Xk = Rk + Kk(zk - Hkek,) (4.6)
and
Pk = (I - KkHk)Pk-(I - KkHk)T + KkRkKT
= P- - Kk(HkP-HT + R)K T (4.7)
= (I - KkHk)P-
where Kk is the Kalman gain, given by
Kk = P-H T(HkP-HT + R )-1 (4.8)
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Now that the measurements at time tk are taken into account, the propagation
step projects the values of the state estimate and the error covariance matrix at time
tk+1-
k+1 kik (4.9)
and
k+1 = kPk k (4.10)
Nonlinear case: In many navigation problems, the state dynamics and/or the
measurement equations are nonlinear. In order to use the estimate and covariance
propagations derived in the previous chapter, one needs to linearize the navigation
problem. Two approaches can be followed: the linearization can take place either
about some fixed, nominal trajectory (this is the linearized Kalman filter), or about
a trajectory that is permanently updated as new estimates are computed (this is the
extended Kalman filter). Each of these alternatives has its own pros and cons, and in
this analysis the choice has been made to use the extended Kalman filter . Assuming
nonlinear state and measurement equations
Xk+1 = fk(xk) - wk (4.11)
Zk = hk (xk) + vk (4.12)
With ik = hk(Rk), the same state update equation as in the linear case is used
(see [4] for details)
Xk = k + Kk(zk - 2§) (4.13)
the Kalman gain Kk being defined as before (see Eq. 4.8). The state propagation
equation is then
R = fk (5 k) (4.14)
And the error covariance update and propagation equations are the same as in the
linear case (Eq. 4.7 and Eq. 4.10), with the state transition and measurement matrices
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coming from the nonlinear model linearized about the current best estimate:
<hk = f (4.15)
and
Hk =(h x=Xk (4.16)
ax
4.1.3 Exploration scenarios
Different mission scenarios with different navigation architectures have been set up
in order to test the different combinations of onboard and off-board devices. The
values for the different variables and parameters used in the simulations are detailed
in Appendix A.
Scenario 1 - complete Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and surface bea-
cons for a fixed rover: This scenario investigates the combination of a complete
IMU with surface beacons. More specifically, the inertial sensors composing the IMU
are subject to drifting errors. Ranging beacons are a way to reset periodically these
errors to an acceptable level. An important issue is the maximum time between two
updates. If it is too short (for instance, on the order of minutes), the required den-
sity of the beacon network may be too high, which would forbid the option of an
inertial onboard navigation system assisted by surface beacons for long traverses. If
this time is long enough (for instance, on the order of hours or days), it would give a
requirement on the density of the beacon network.
In the following simulations a rover is stationary at the center of a surface beacons
network made up of three beacons, placed at an equilateral triangle vertices. The
length of the triangle's sides is approximately 2250m. The rover is equipped with a
full inertial measurement unit as described in section 3.3.1 and ranging measurement
updates from the beacons. The measurement equations from section 3.3.1 and for the
ranging beacons, as well as the inertial sensors models described in section 3.3.1 are
implemented in an Extended Kalman Filter (described in section 4.1.2). Figure 4-3
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Figure 4-3: Rover position covariance propagation
shows the evolution of the position covariance components.
The dashed lines show the evolution of the covariance without any update from the
surface beacon network, whereas the solid line corresponds to a beacon update rate
of 1Hz. The covariance of the position error grows very quickly without any update
(~ 100m in less than one minute), so any beacon network aimed at supporting the
position given from an inertial-only navigation system should be continuous along the
traverse to reset the inertial drift, which greatly penalizes this type of solution.
Scenario 2 - combination of inertial sensors, odometers with a sun sensor
Odometers (such as wheel encoders measuring the rover's velocity and potentiometer
measuring the steering angle of the vehicle) are commonly used on mobile robots.
The orientation of the vehicle is a very important component of the state vector as
a constant error in this component leads to increasing errors in the vehicle's position
(see Eq. 4.1). One way to augment the measurements capturing the orientation is to
have an inertial gyro onboard. The combination of odometers and a gyro is indeed
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Table 4.1: Sensor noises standard deviations
Sensor Standard deviation | Value
Encoders 07v 2 cm/s
Potentiometer a 0.31 rad
Gyro og 0.0031 rad/s
Sun sensor 0-4 0.31 rad
very common (this is the navigation onboard sensor suite used on the Lunar Roving
Vehicle [5]). In this scenario is investigated the option of adding an absolute heading
sensor such as a sun sensor, as suggested in [11, 12].
Using the rover model and the notation defined in Ref. 4.1.2, the measurement
equations coming from the wheel encoders, the steering angle potentiometer and the
gyro are
V vv
z= a + v (4.17)
where vV, vQ, and v4 are white-noise processes, with standard deviations Uv, a-, and
o. When the sun sensor measurement is used, a fourth component is added to the
measurement vector z
Z4 = # + v4 (4.18)
The numerical values chosen for the noises standard deviations are consistent with [12]
and listed in Table 4.1. The values chosen for ov corresponds to 2% of the nominal
value (V = lm/s). The values chosen for oa, o and u corresponds to at least 15% of
standard mid-range values (90', 90' and 1'/s respectively), which correspond to low
quality sensors. The use of higher quality sensors should not change the conclusions
of this section anyway.
The previous measurement equations Eq. 4.17 and 4.18 as well as the rover model
described in Eq. 4.1 are implemented in the Extended Kalman Filter described in sec-
tion 4.1.2. On Figure 4-4 are shown the estimated and actual trajectories performed
by a rover moving along a circular path with a speed V = 1 m/s and a constant
steering angle a = 10, for an onboard sensor suite including or not a sun sensor. The
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Figure 4-4: Actual and estimated rover trajectory with and without the Sun Sensor
measurement rate coming from the wheel encoders, the potentiometer and the gyro
is 50 Hz, whereas the measurement rate coming from the sun sensor is only 10 Hz.
Figures 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 show that the addition of an absolute heading sensor
is essential to improve the accuracy of the onboard navigation system. Indeed, the
absolute heading sensor helps to reduce periodically (the update rate from the sun
sensor is here five times smaller than the update rates from the other sensors) the
error in the orientation angle # (the corresponding covariance matrix component sta-
bilizes to a constant value with a sun sensor), which in turns improves the positioning
accuracy.
A note about time knowledge In this study the assumption has been made that
time is known to a reasonable level. Making the assumption that a time reference is
available at least at the base station (which can be done by time transfer from Earth
for instance), clock errors on vehicles are assumed to be computable. For instance,
the clock offset and drift can be estimated via simultaneous 1-way and 2-way ranging
from a time reference station, or satellite, as explained in [28].
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Figure 4-6: Covariance propagation, with Sun Sensor
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4.2 Results and Recommendations
Most of the results presented in this section are also available in [6], which is a report
written during the course of the study presented in this thesis.
4.2.1 Metrics levels definitions
The evaluation of the three architectures developed on Chapter 3 leads to the defi-
nition of the following metric levels. These levels apply to the metrics presented in
Chapter 2 and will be called Poor, Fair, and Good, depending on the evaluation of
the metric. From these three levels, only Fair and Good do correspond to satisfied
requirements. The detailed choice of these levels is discussed below.
Navigation Coverage: The coverage levels can be defined in terms of surface
area. From the navigation elements considered and the architectures developed, the
minimal coverage is the one obtained using a ranging/heading beacon that provides
line-of-sight coverage around the base station. The maximum coverage that can be
provided using navigation satellites is global, or quasi-global, (i.e., the whole or most
of the surface of the planet). One intermediate level is related to the capability of
vision-based navigation systems as it is limited to areas where accurate elevation
maps of the area explored are available. So the three coverage levels defined are
" Poor: Limited to Line-Of-Sight distance
" Fair: Limited to existing maps
" Good: Continental (as defined by covering at least 10% of the planet's surface)
Navigation Accuracy: The accuracy levels are defined in terms of the accuracy
obtained from the whole navigation architecture. The levels are as follows
" Poor: 1km
" Fair: 100m
" Good: ~10m
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Navigation Operability: The definition of the operability levels is driven by two
considerations. First, the navigation fix provided by a navigation constellation is
available only after a certain waiting time given by the MRT metric. A high value
lowers the operability of the navigation architecture. In addition, the use of a beacon
network requires significant effort from the astronauts during setup tasks.
" Poor: Low operability, navigation requires intensive training and/or long navi-
gation fixes (MRT > ihour)
e Fair: Medium operability, navigation requires a significant setup and/or timely
navigation fixes (MRT > 15min)
" Good: High operability, navigation is automatic and the navigation fixes are
continuous or quasi-continuous (MRT < 15min)
4.2.2 Minimalist architecture
The composition of the Minimalist architecture is fully described in Chapter 3. Except
for the Communication Availability metric, all evaluations are identical for the Moon
and Mars cases.
" Navigation Coverage: the Minimalist architecture offers Line-Of-Sight bea-
con navigation. For beyond Line-Of-Sight exploration, the only absolute navi-
gation device is vision. So the navigation coverage is limited to the surface area
where "good enough" elevation maps are available, which corresponds to the
Fair level.
" Navigation Accuracy: Most of the exploration is likely to take place in areas
where direct link with the base station will not be possible (beyond Line-Of-
Sight), so that the navigation tasks will rely on the onboard devices. The
accuracy is therefore the one achieved by the vision system (as it is used to
reset the error drift caused by the other onboard devices, such as inertial sensors
and odometers), and is of ~ 100m, which corresponds to the Fair level (see
section 3.3.3 for details on the vision system accuracy).
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" Navigation Operability: The navigation operability of the Minimum archi-
tecture is once again determined by the operability of the vision system. Is is
chosen to be Medium as the task of determining the position should be fully
automated but should require the used to be in view of distinctive landmarks,
which could be a constraint on the exploration paths.
" Communication Coverage: The communication links are possible in a disk
with radius the line-of-sight distance around the base station only. So the
communication coverage is Poor.
* Communication Availability: the communication availability is of _ 40%
for Mars, which is Fair. But for the lunar South Pole, it is 0%, which is Poor.
* Maximum Gap Time: it is of 15 hours, which is Poor.
" Mass (IMLEO): the only offboard device is the navigation beacon at the base
station, which gives a total mass of - 16kg.
The evaluation of these top-level metrics is summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Minimalist Architecture Evaluation
Metric Evaluation (Mars/Moon) I Level (Mars/Moon)
Nav. Coverage Map-limited Fair
Nav. Accuracy ~ loom Fair
Nav. Operability Medium Fair
Comm. Coverage LOS Poor
Comm. Availability a 40%/ ~ 0% Fair/Poor
Max. Gap Time 15h Poor
Mass 16kg Good
4.2.3 Simple architecture
The composition of the Simple architecture is fully described in Chapter 3. The
constellation geometry is shown on Figures 4-7 (Mars) and 4-8 (Moon), in both inertial
and planet-fixed reference frames. The results for the constellation analysis part are
as follows:
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Figure 4-7: Simple architecture: Mars constellation geometry
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Figure 4-8: Simple architecture: Moon constellation geometry
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" Mean Response Time (MRT): this metric is evaluated to - llh for both the
Moon (South Pole) and the Mars (equator) cases.
" Navigation Coverage: both coverage metrics Coverage1 and Coverage2 are
equal to 0% for the Simple architectures (both Moon and Mars). Indeed, the
MRT values are above lh on the whole surface of the planet. The correspond-
ing coverage map are shown on Figures 4-9 and 4-10. The thick black curve
represents the ground track of the navigation satellite, whereas the other lines
are contour plots of the Mean Response Time.
In terms of top-level metrics, these results lead to the following conclusions:
" Navigation Coverage: As the navigation satellite does not provide with quick
enough navigation fixes, the coverage is determined by the availability of eleva-
tion maps as for the Minimalist architecture. It corresponds to a Fair level.
* Navigation Accuracy: When using the vision-based navigation system, the
accuracy reached is as for the Minimalist architecture of e loom (see sec-
tion 3.3.3 for details). . The accuracy obtained with the satellite navigation
fixes is of r 20m. Nevertheless, the frequency of these fixes being very low
(MRT4 1lh for both the Moon and Mars), the accuracy achieved most of the
time is the one provided by the vision system. So the overall accuracy is of
i loom, which corresponds to the Fair level.
" Navigation Operability: The operability of the vision system is evaluated
to Medium as for the Minimalist architecture. The Mean Response Time of the
satellite navigation being very low, the overall operability level is Fair as for
the Minimalist architecture.
" Communication Coverage: The addition of a Nav/Comm satellite provides
with continental communication coverage for both the Moon and Mars, and the
corresponding level is Good.
" Communication Availability: The communication availability is a 95% for
Mars (Good), and ? 80% for the Moon (Fair).
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Figure 4-10: Simple architecture: Coverage map (the Moon)
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Table 4.3: Simple Architecture Evaluation
Metric | Evaluation (Mars/Moon) I Level (Mars/Moon)
Nav. Coverage Map-limited Fair/Fair
Nav. Accuracy 
- loom Fair
Nav. Operability Medium Fair
Comm. Coverage continental Good
Comm. Availability ~ 95%/~ 80% Good/Fair
Max. Gap Time < 1.5h/~ 6h Good/Fair
Mass 1900kg/250kg Fair/Good
" Maximum Gap Time: The Maximum Gap Time is < 1.5h for Mars (Good),
and f 6 h for the Moon (Fair).
" Mass (IMLEO): Contrary to some of the previous metrics (Communication
Coverage, Communication availability, Maximum Gap Time), and as expected,
the Simple architecture performs better in terms of LEO mass in the Moon
case: 250kg (Good) than in the Mars case: 1900kg (Fair).
The evaluation of these top-level metrics is summarized in Table 4.3.
4.2.4 Performance architecture
The composition of the Performance architecture is fully described in Chapter 3.
The constellation geometry is shown on Figures 4-11 (Mars) and 4-12 (Moon), in
both inertial and planet-fixed reference frames. About the constellation analysis, the
results for the intermediate metrics defined in Chapter 2 and 3 are as follows:
* Mean Response Time (MRT): this metric is evaluated to be < 1min for both
the Moon (user at the South Pole) and the Mars (user on the equator) cases.
* Navigation Coverage: for Mars case, Coverage1 = 24.2% and Coverage2 =
20.0% , and for the Moon case, Coverage1 = 38.5% and Coverage2 = 100%, SO
the coverage is continental for both cases which corresponds to a Good level. The
corresponding coverage maps are shown on Figures 4-13 and 4-14. The thick
black curve represents the ground track of the navigation satellite, whereas the
other lines are contour plots of the Mean Response Time.
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In terms of top-level metrics, these results lead to the following conclusions:
" Navigation Coverage: The navigation coverage provided by the Nav/Comm
constellation is continental for both the Moon and Mars, which corresponds to
a Good level. The vision system serves here as a backup in case of constellation
outages.
" Navigation Accuracy: The accuracy obtained with the satellite navigation
fixes is of 0 20m.
" Navigation Operability: Due to the low Mean Response Time and the large
coverage, a real-time or quasi-real-time navigation fix from the Nav/Comm con-
stellation will be available for most of exploration activities, without requiring
any effort from the astronauts. Therefore the navigation operability is High.
" Communication Coverage: As for the Simple architecture, the communica-
tion coverage is continental (Good).
" Communication Availability: The communication availability is 100% for
both Mars and the Moon (Good).
" Maximum Gap Time: The Maximum Gap Time is Oh for both Mars and the
Moon (Good).
" Mass (IMLEO): Because of the heavy infrastructure due to the Nav/Comm
constellation, the LEO mass is much larger than for the previous two architec-
tures: r 5500kg for Mars (Poor) and ~ 1000kg (Fair) for the Moon.
The evaluation of these top-level metrics is summarized in Table 4.4.
4.2.5 Non-dedicated orbital asset option
The use of an existing orbital asset (e.g. the orbiting Crew Exploration Vehicle) is
considered as a way to augment navigation and communications capabilities. The
orbital asset parameters, as recommended by the Transportation team are as follows
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Table 4.4: Performance Architecture Evaluation
Metric Evaluation (Mars/Moon) I Level (Mars/Moon)
Nav. Coverage continental Good
Nav. Accuracy ~ 20m Good
Nav. Operability High Good
Comm. Coverage continental Good
Comm. Availability 100% Good
Max. Gap Time 0 Good
Mass ~ 5500kg/1000kg Poor/Fair
* Moon: 100km altitude in a polar orbit
" Mars: 500km altitude in a slightly inclined equatorial orbit
This non-dedicated orbital asset is treated simply a an additional asset augmenting
the Nav/Comm constellation. Therefore the analysis required to include the benefits
in terms of navigation metrics obtained with this additional asset is done in the same
fashion as the navigation analysis detailed in section 3.1.
The main impacts on the navigation metrics concern the MRT metric and there-
fore the coverage metrics Coverage1 and Coverage2. These changes are summarized
in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
Table 4.5: Non-dedicated orbital asset option, Minimalist architecture
Metric Mars | Moon South Pole
MRT ~ 3h - 12h
Coverage1  0% 0%
Coverage2  0% 0%
Table 4.6: Non-dedicated orbital asset option, Simple architecture
Metric Mars | Moon South Pole
MRT 49.8min 66.8min
Coverage1  7.2% 0%
Coverage2  0% 0%
The most important improvements concern the simple architecture, for both the
Moon and Mars. Indeed, the MRT metric is ~- lh, instead of ~_ 11h. In addition to
that, the navigation coverage is now regional (Coveragei = 7.2%) for Mars. The nav-
igation metrics are also improved for the performance architecture, but very slightly
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Table 4.7: Non-dedicated orbital asset option, Performance architecture
Metric | Mars Moon South Pole
MRT 0min 1.11min
Coverage1  26.3% 100%
Coverage2 20.0% 39.4%
only, as the extra navigation satellite does not add much to the already large on-orbit
infrastructure.
The resulting coverage maps are shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16 for the Simple
and Performance architectures, in the Mars case.
4.2.6 Beacon network option
As stated in Chapter 3, section 3.2, the use of any beacon network should be focused
on local exploration of a small area (with dimensions similar to the Line-Of-Sight
distance). The high accuracy achieved would suit most of the high precision scientific
requirements.
4.3 Recommendations
One of the main deliverables of the MIT/Draper Lab team to NASA is a set of recom-
mendations aimed at supporting the objectives of exploration. As far as navigation
and communication are concerned, this set of recommendations is divided into three
parts: architectures, performance and technologies. The list of these recommenda-
tions is also available in [6].
Architectures: At least one dedicated communication satellite will be needed to
satisfy the communication availability requirement. For Mars, the simple architecture
is recommended for the initial mission. If the traverses are kept to line-of-sight, the
Minimalist architecture is recommended and gradual accretion of assets and transi-
tion to performance architecture can be achieved in two missions. For the Moon, the
simple architecture provides the necessary communication availability. The minimal-
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Figure 4-15: Simple architecture and additional asset: Coverage map (Mars)
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Figure 4-16: Performance architecture and additional asset: Coverage map (Mars)
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ist architecture will only provide 50% availability which can be good enough for 10
day missions.
Performance: Surface beacons are recommended for cm-level navigation accuracy
for local surface operations (e.g. drilling or excavation). Usual onboard (inertial sen-
sor, odometers, sun sensor) sensors and vision system are recommended as the funda-
mental navigation equipment. Satellite constellations are recommended for "Earth-
like" navigation and communication capabilities over continental distances.
Technologies: No existing or planned satellites are still expected to be operational
by the time manned Mars missions are expected to launch. Prior imaging missions is
key for precision map generation of landing and exploration sites. As far as commu-
nication is concerned, the data rate is limited by the rover power and antenna size.
Moon exploration is a real validation step for testing new information technologies,
devices and designs.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Formation Flying
Dynamic Models Around L2
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Libration points
The three-body problem is the problem of describing the motion of three particles,
each of these being under the gravitational attraction of the other two. The first
solutions of this problem were described by Joseph-Louis Lagrange in his memoir
Essai sur le Probleme des Trois Corps, which won the prize from the Academie des
Sciences of Paris in 1772. In the so-called restricted three-body problem, one of the
three masses is considered infinitesimal, so that it does not perturb the motion of
the other two, called the primaries. These two are considered to rotate about their
common center of gravity. When this motion is assumed to be circular, the problem
is called the circular restricted three-body problem. This model is well suited to the
study of the motion of a spacecraft in the Earth-Moon or Sun-Earth systems, for
instance.
This dynamical problem has five equilibrium points in the reference frame that
rotates with the two primaries (the synodic coordinates), called libration points or
Lagrange points. Their location is illustrated in Fig. 5-1. At these points the gravi-
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Figure 5-1: Lagrangian points in the Sun- Figure 5-2: ISEE-3 Spacecraft [36]
Earth system [34]
tational forces from the two primaries equilibrate the centripetal acceleration due to
the rotation of the system with respect to inertial space.
Of the five Libration points, three are on the line joining both primaries. They are
Li (between the primaries), L2 (closer to the smaller primary), and L3 (closer to the
bigger primary), and they are called the collinear points. The other two (L4 and L5 )
are at the vertices of two equilateral triangles formed with the primaries, symmetric
with respect to the line joining the primaries. These are called the triangular points.
The collinear points are unstable, while L4 and L5 are stable for the Sun-Earth system
(their stability relies on a condition on the ratio of the two primaries' masses which
is satisfied in the Sun-Earth case [33, 34]).
Despite their natural instability, the collinear points of the Sun-Earth system
are places of great interest for space missions (some examples being given below).
Firstly they are fixed with respect to the two primaries, among them the Earth. In
addition to that, in the restricted problem one can find near these points periodic
orbits called halo orbits and quasi-periodic orbits called Lissajous orbits, which make
them suitable for space missions. ISEE-3 was the first libration point mission in 1978.
It stayed in a halo orbit for 3.5 years. Seventeen years later, the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory Satellite SOHO [35] traveled to the L1 point of the Sun-Earth system,
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which is particularly well-suited for solar observatories.
The L2 libration point is a very good location for science such as cosmic back-
ground observation. The observing efficiency is excellent because the Sun, Earth,
and Moon are always behind the instrument's field of view. It also allows great
protection from the Earth's disturbances (such as microwave emission and magnetic
field) because of its distance (1.5 million km from Earth). L2 is the location of the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, who was the first mission to the Earth-Sun
L2 point [34]. It also provides for a very stable thermal environment.
In addition to these interesting properties, the very low differential gravity effects
around libration points makes them a good location for formation flight missions.
Many interferometry mission concepts have been proposed that form a large aperture
using a formation of several spacecraft with precisely controlled relative positions.
The following focuses on the L2 point of the Sun-Earth system, which is the location
chosen for several proposed formation flying missions, including the MicroArcsecond
X-ray Imaging Mission (MAXIM) (see [38] and [37] for instance).
5.1.2 Problem statement and methodology
The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem (CRTBP), see Section 5.2.1 is a highly
nonlinear dynamics problem. And although some results are available from linear
analysis, in particular to assess the stability of the points themselves or study quasi-
periodic Lissajous orbits [39, 40], one has to tackle the fully nonlinear problem to study
other phenomena, such as halo orbits. Accordingly the relative dynamics of formation
flight around libration points as derived from the CRTBP are highly nonlinear too.
Though this nonlinear aspect, lots of publications on libration points dynamics [43, 44]
are focused on the development of simpler, linear models for specific applications
such as formation flight control around collinear points. These simpler models do
not predict the relative motion as well, which can lead to poor navigation estimates
and control performance, but they take much less computational effort and are easier
to implement. So there is clearly a trade-off between model fidelity and complexity.
The objective of this research was to assess the quality of these different dynamical
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models of the relative motion of two spacecraft in orbit around Sun-Earth L2 .
To do this analysis, one possibility is to perform open-loop simulation and capture
the difference between each model and the reference model and it is a way to capture
intrinsic fidelity of each model. But a important consequence of model choice is its
impact on fuel cost when implemented in a controller. Therefore we also performed
closed-loop simulations with different controllers, which gives an evaluation of model-
ing errors on fuel costs. More precisely, each of these model has been implemented in
an optimal controller and they have been compared to each other in the performance
(as given by the mean error between the desired and actual states) vs. fuel plane.
5.2 Libration Point Dynamics
5.2.1 The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem
Here are the main assumptions of the Circular Restricted Three Body Problem, or
CRTBP, on which our analysis is based:
* the gravitational forces of the two primaries are the only forces taken into ac-
count;
" the third body's mass is neglected;
* the eccentricity of the orbit of the Earth around the Sun is neglected, so that
the motion of the primaries is considered to be circular about their common
center of mass.
To study this problem, it is far more convenient to use a coordinate system fixed
with the two primaries, i.e. that rotates with them with respect to inertial space (these
are the synodic coordinates). Let M1 and M2 be the masses of the two primaries,
with Mi > M 2 . In our case M1 will be the mass of the Sun, and M2 will be the mass
of the Earth-Moon barycenter. Let now = M 2  be the ratio of the smaller mass
with the sum of the two masses. Let the origin of the rotating reference frame be L2
for convenience. Now the x-axis will be aligned with the L2-Earth-Sun line, pointing
this way, the y-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis and in the plane of rotation of the
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Figure 5-3: Coordinate axis definition
primaries, and the z-axis is such that (L2;ex, e, ) is a right-handed reference frame.
A picture of the above description can be seen in Fig. 5-3.
For simplicity, the following uses dimensionless values. Let d be the distance
between the two primaries, then
x X y - zX = , 9 = , Z = Hd' d) d (5.1)
are the dimensionless coordinates, which will be simply denoted as x, y and z. y is
the dimensionless distance from L2 to the Earth. Similarly, the mean motion of the
Earth-Moon barycenter around the Sun is
G(M + M 2 )
n=da (5.2)
Define T = nt as the dimensionless time, and convert all derivatives so that they are
done with respect to r, where
d 1 d
dr n dt
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(5.3)
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Figure 5-4: Coordinate axis definition
Using the above conventions and notation, the derivation of the equations of
motion leads to the following set of dimensionless equations (see [42] for more details)
z-29 - x (1 +7- - P) - 3 z - 1) - 3( - 7
T1 T2
S+ 2i - y ( + A)y (5.4)
T1 T2
S-( 3 31 2
where r1 and r2 are the distances from the primaries to the spacecraft
r 1 = ( -7-1) 2 + y 2 + z2  (55)
r 2 =
5.2.2 Relative flight dynamics
In the formation considered, one telescope spacecraft (subscript t) is in motion with
respect to one hub spacecraft (subscript h), called the relative motion. Fig. 5-3 shows
the notation chosen for the analysis of the relative motion. Note that all letters
without subscripts denote relative variables (x, y, z, and r).
The equations for the relative motion are derived from the equations 5.4 for the
absolute motion described above. These equations are simply the difference between
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the equations for the telescope spacecraft and the equations for the hub spacecraft,
which leads to the following set of equations
z - 2y -x = - 1 -p( - )z - 0 -~ -( ( a -7 - P + _'U_
# +2 -y -(1 - I - )y1--) ( ( -- X )y' - () )
z -(1- )( - )zh p - )zh - ('- + -')Z
(5.6)
5.3 Hub Motion Description
This section discusses the orbit of the hub spacecraft around L2 (the absolute orbit)
in more detail.
5.3.1 Linearized motion and existence of periodic and quasi-
periodic orbits
Despite the instability of L2 , it is possible to find quasi-periodic (Lissajous) orbits
and periodic (halo, as called by R. Farquhar in 1968) orbits around L2 , under the
assumptions of the CRTBP. These orbits can be found analytically, using a form of
the Lindstedt-Poincard method to constrain solutions to be periodic or quasi-periodic,
from the equations of motion 5.4. Refs. [42, 39, 40] give a complete explanation of
this analytical method. To provide some insights into the existence of these orbits the
simpler case of linearized equations is treated below. The linearized form of Eq. 5.4
are
- 2y - (1 + 2c 2 )X = 0
j + 2 - (1 - c 2 )y = 0 (5.7)
z + c2 z = 0
with c, = j [p + (1 - )n+l1 ]. Eq. 5.7 shows that the motion in the z-direction
is harmonic and decoupled from the motion in the x-y plane. The motion in the x-y
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plane is described by the following set of equations
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 x (5.8)
1+2c2  0 0 2
0 1-c 2 -2 0
with
x
x (5.9)
With c2  4, this system has two imaginary eigenvalues and two real eigenvalues of
opposite signs. Therefore arbitrarily chosen initial conditions will lead to unbounded
trajectories because of the real positive eigenvalue. However, as shown in [39], it is
possible to chose initial conditions so that only the oscillatory modes (corresponding
to the imaginary eigenvalues) are excited, and in this case the solution of the linearized
equations is
x(t) = - Ax cos(At +)
y(t) = kAx sin(At + #) (5.10)
z(t) = A, sin(t + @)
where k = n(1+ 2c2 + A2). These are the equations of a quasi-periodic motion as
the ratio of the in-plane and out-of-plane frequencies is generally irrational (this
motion is usually called Lissajous orbit)
Periodic motion will occur when the two frequencies A and v are equal, and it can
be shown that this will happen with large enough amplitudes Ax and A, (see [42, 39]
for instance). In this case, the linearized solution is
x(t) = - Ax cos(At+#)
y(t) = kA2 sin(At + #) (5.11)
z(t) = Az sin(At+ @)
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and the use of the Lindstedt-Poincar6 method [42, 39, 40] leads to the following
constraints on the amplitude and phase-angles
I1A2 + 12A2 + 2 C2 = 0 (5.12)
7F
- = m- (m = 1, 3) (5.13)2
with 11 and 12 being constants that can be found in [39]. The amplitude constraint
gives the minimum permissible value for the amplitude Ax (obtained for a planar
orbit where Az = 0), which is about 200,000km.
5.3.2 Numerical method to find halo orbits
Halo orbits can be generated with an iterative numerical refinement of the initial
conditions according to a method described in [41].
The set of equations 5.4 can be written in the more compact form x = f(x), with
x = [x, y) z, , , . The linearization of this set of equations about any trajectory
Xref gives
ok =x => 6 = A(t)6x (5.14)
Xref
The state transition matrix <b(t, 0) is subject to the following differential equation,
called the variational equations
<b(t, 0) = A(t)<b(t, 0) (5.15)
with the initial condition
<b(0, 0) = 16x6 (5.16)
Eq. 5.15 will be integrated along the trajectory as the method presented in this section
requires values of the state transition matrix <P at some given times.
A closed, periodic trajectory such as a halo orbit is a natural choice for placing a
formation of satellites in the vicinity of L2, but this is a complicated design process
because any motion about L2 is generally unstable, and only certain non-trivial initial
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conditions will lead to the desired halo orbit about L2 .
There are different techniques that can be used to find these initial conditions. For
instance, it is possible to compute analytical approximations of periodic solutions of
the CRTBP, using the Lindstedt-Poincard method. Then both the initial conditions
and the whole trajectory are obtained. The problem with this technique is that it
only provides approximate values for the initial conditions, which do not provide
perfectly closed orbit when the trajectory is numerically integrated. So this method
is rather used as a way to get a first guess for a possible numerical iterative refinement
of these initial conditions. Such a numerical method is described below, using the
state transition matrix introduced in the previous paragraph. This approach has
been presented in [40] and [41] but it rarely mentioned in more recent literature on
the topic.
As shown in the literature, halo orbits are periodic orbits that are symmetric
with respect to the y = 0 plane in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 5-3 [423.
Starting from the y = 0 plane, the initial state vector should therefore be of the form
xo = [xo, 0, zo, 0, yo, 0 ]T. After a half-period (or half-cycle) the trajectory will again
cross the y = 0 plane, with a velocity vector that should be perpendicular to this
plane, so that x1 = [x1 , 0, z1, 0, $1, O]T at t = T/2 = ti. This condition is typically not
satisfied after the first iteration using the approximate initial conditions. However,
any component of the velocity vector at t = ti not perpendicular to the y = 0 plane
can be used to correct the initial conditions via the state transition matrix P(ti, 0)
at the end of a half-cycle.
From the definition of the state transition matrix
x(t) = 4(t, 0)xo (5.17)
Differentiating with respect to both the initial state vector xO and the half-cycle time
ti (since the half-cycle time must also be corrected during the iteration), and taking
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the derivative at the half-cycle time
6x 1 = P(ti, 0)6xo + ic16ti (5.18)
It is straightforward to compute deviations from the desired values of z1 and 21 at
the half-cycle, as both are equal to 0 for a halo orbit, as explained above. So only
the following subset of equations must be considered
z1 1)41 <)43 1)451 [i6zo + 6t (5.19)
[6Z 1  4D)61 4D)63 '1)65] [i,
By fixing 6xo, Eq. 5.19 reduces to
6.x 1  (D43  45 I[6Z I+ I 6t (5.20)
which, combined with Eq. 5.18 gives
6y1 = [<b23 <b25] + t (5.21)
At the crossing of the y = 0 plane, 6yi = 0, so it is possible to eliminate of in Eq. 5.20
using Eq. 5.21, which yields a relationship between the velocity components at the
half-cycle time to small changes to the initial conditions
[4D43](D45 43 
' _23 <b25 6zo (5.22)
o 1  <63 1)65] 1i J 3 L io
For a periodic orbit
E = 0 (5.23)
and xO is given and fixed. Starting with a first guess for the other initial conditions
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Numerical refinement of halo orbit
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Figure 5-5: Numerical refinement of the initial conditions
z0 and yO (e.g., from an approximate analytical solution such as the one in [39]) the
trajectory is numerically integrated until the crossing of the y = 0 plane. At this point,
the correction to be applied to the initial conditions 6z0 and 6oy is computed from
the velocity vector components and Eq. 5.22, and then the integration is repeated.
Typically 5-6 iterations leads to a very good result (i and Jzi less than 10-",
dimensionless values). Fig. 5-5 shows the x - y projection of a halo orbit obtained
through this method.
The halo orbit in this example has an x amplitude of Ax = 220, 000km. L2 is at
the origin, the Earth and the Sun are on the positive x-axis, in this order. The dashed
line shows the orbit as given by the analytical formulation. The 5 thin trajectories
correspond to the 5 iterations that had to be done before reaching a closed orbit. The
thick line is the result of the 6th iteration and corresponds to a closed halo orbit.
The "deviation" from the halo orbit at each iteration can be defined as being the
square root of the sum of the velocity vector components &i and &zi, as these are
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Figure 5-6: Iterative reduction of the deviation from a closed orbit
the variables that are brought to 0 through the iterative process
Deviation = :i; + 64z (5.24)
The reduction of the deviation is shown in Figure 5-6.
5.4 Relative Flight Dynamics Models
5.4.1 Series expansion
Several approximations of the full nonlinear reference model 5.6 have been developed
in recent literature. To obtain them, the procedure chosen here is to expand the
nonlinear terms of the form - in Eq. 5.6. The algebraic development presented below
is mostly based on [43]. The series expansion that follows consists of terms that will be
ordered according to their magnitude. Truncations of the series expansion at different
levels of magnitude will give models showing different levels of fidelity.
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10-2
As stated above, terms of the form 1 for both the hub and the telescope vehicles
are now expanded. Using basic geometric arguments, it is easy to show that
1 _ 13
- ( (1 + Ehi)-2
rhi (+7)
with
Ehl 
2rh 2
1+7
2Xh
1 +Y
which can be transformed using the binomial expansion
1 1
r (1+y) 3
and for the telescope spacecraft
1 1 
3 ( +Y3 Yrti (1 7) o ( (5.28)-3/2 k)Eti
2xt
1+-Y
(5.29)
The telescope variables are now being replaced by combinations of the hub vari-
ables and relative variables. This is done introducing 61 as follows
eti = Ehl + 61
with
r 2 + 2 rh - r 2
1 +Y
(5.30)
(5.31)2xI-Y
Combining 5.28 and 5.30 and using another binomial expansion leads to
r i1
r1 Thl (1+ =1)
-3/2)
k
k k
;=1 l
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(5.25)
(5.26)
-3/2
-k 2 kEhl (5.27)
with
(5.32)
sEti rt 
2
1+7
Table 5.1: Terms magnitudes
Term Value
L- 1.46 x 10-1+)
rh 1.47 x 10-1
-y
r 6.62 x 10- 91
+-Y
L 6.67 x 10-7
-Y
The same process is applied to terms of the form - involving the second primary,
which gives
1 1 1 -3/2 k 1e- (-3
t2 rh2 7 k=1 k ) =1(1)
Eq. 5.6 can be transformed using Eqs. 5.27, 5.32 and 5.33. These equations including
only powers of Ehl, &h2, Ji and 62, it is now possible to proceed to a magnitude ordering
to keep only the most significant terms.
5.4.2 Magnitude ordering
Ehl, Eh2, J1 and 62 are composed of terms of the form rh h ,, and L. With a hubl+-Y I'Y'1+7y -Y
orbit amplitude of ~ 220, 000km and a relative amplitude of - 1km, the numerical
values for these ratios are presented in Table 5.1.
According the numerical values presented above, and following the terminology
used in [43], the terms scaled by r and ' are said to be of order 1, and the terms
scaled by r and L are said to be of order 3. Then a truncation of Eq. 5.6 at order
-+y y
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5 gives the following set of equations [43]
z- 2y- x = 2c 2 x - c 3[6xxh +(3rh - r - 15xxh)1
3 15
+C4[(3rh - r - 15xxh)xh + 3(r2 - 5x)x - -(2xhrh - r - 7x4 + xr2)]2 h h 2h h
# + 2i - y = -c 2 y - c3(3xyh + 3xhy) (5.34)
+c4[(3rh - r - 15xxh)yh + (rh - 5 h)y]
Z = -c2z -C3(3XZh + 3XhZ)
+c4[(3rh - r - 15xxh)zh + (r - 5x2)z]
with c, = [pI + (1 - p)( 1 )n+1] as before. Note that in this truncated model,
the right-hand-side terms are linear functions of the coordinates of r and quadratic
in the coordinates of rh. Now a set a models corresponding to different levels of
approximations will be developed, mostly based on the one just presented in 5.35.
5.4.3 Linear models
Free-flyer In this model all the gravitational forces are canceled, leaving only the
acceleration terms. This leads to the following system of equations
S- 20 - x = 0
S+2z±- y= 0 (5.35)
S=0
LTI Model Here in addition to the acceleration terms, the other linear and time
invariant terms are taken into account:
- 2Q - (1 + 2c 2 )x = 0
+ 2i - (1 - c 2 )y =0 (5.36)
S+ c2 z= 0
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LPV1 Two higher Order Models are derived from [43], including the 4th order
model (LPV1)
S-2 - x = 2c2 x - c3[6XXh + (3rh - r - 15XXh)]
# + 2i. - y = - c2 y - C3(3Xyh + 3xhy) (5.37)
Z = - C2 Z - C3(3xZh + 3xhz)
In this model, the right-hand-side terms are linear functions of both the coordinates
of r and the coordinates of rh.
LPV2 The 5th order Model (LPV2) is simply the set of equations 5.35 presented
above.
LPV3 A final model is the linearization of the reference model about the trajectory
of the hub spacecraft (LPV3), which leads to
- 2y - (1+ 2c 2 )X = hl(rh) r
P + 2i - (1 - c2 )y = h 2 (rh) - r (5.38)
z + c2z = h 3 (rh) r
where the coordinates of hi, h2 and h3 are nonlinear functions of the coordinates of
rh.
Note that the first two models are Linear Time Invariant, therefore easy to im-
plement and computationally simple, whereas the last three are Linear Parameter
Varying (the parameter being the position of the hub spacecraft around the reference
orbit as a function of time). These LPV models are a more precise representation
of the reference model, but they are more complicated and more computationally
intensive. So there is a trade-off between model fidelity and complexity.
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5.5 Numerical Integration
5.5.1 Extrapolation method algorithm
The simulations shown in this chapter were done using the reference model described
in Eq. 5.6 in the orbit propagator. The numerical integration of this nonlinear
model has been done using the extrapolation method (also called the Bulirsch-Stoer
method) [45]. This choice achieved the very high accuracy required for this problem.
Indeed, the relative motion of the two spacecraft is very small (- 1km) compared
with their absolute motions with respect to L 2 (~ 105km). This integration scheme
has been validated on well-known test cases such as the two-body problem.
Here the equation to integrate is of the form y = f(t, y). The extrapolation
method is a single-step method in the sense that the value at step n + 1 is computed
as a function of the value at step n only. There is no storage needed of the other
previous values.
The objective is to compute y(to + H) with the initial condition (to, yo). As
described in [45], the first step of this method is to subdivide each integration step H
into n microsteps of size h = H/n. The integration from t = to to t = to + H is done
along the n microsteps, which gives a certain value for y(to + H). The approximated
values of y, noted ui, are found using a Euler step first and then the mid-point rule
ui = yo + hf(to, yo) (5.39)
uil = ui_1 + 2hf (to + ih, yi) (i = 1, . .. ,n -- 1)
The approximated value for y(to + H) is then
S(h) = Un-2 + un-1 + un (5.40)
This operation is repeated several times (usually 5 in our case), with different mi-
crostep sizes of the form hi = H/ni. The different ni have been taken from the so-
called Bulirsch sequence n = 2, 4, 6, 8,12,16,.... Then, for convenience, each 7q(hi) is
denoted as 71(hi) = i,,. And finally these are combined in the following polynomial
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Figure 5-7: 2-Body problem, analytical and numerical trajectories
extrapolation formula to get a final value for y(to + H)
1
i,j+1 = ij + (ni/i 1_)2 1 j+ - i-1,j) (5.41)
With 5 consecutive subdivision as used in our study, q55 gives theoretically an ap-
proximation comparable to that of a Runge-Kutta method of order 10.
5.5.2 Comparison with Runge-Kutta methods and validation
As a way to validate this integration algorithm, a numerical integration of the clas-
sical two-body problem has been done and errors with the analytical solution has
been compared for both the extrapolation method and a Runge-Kutta algorithm as
implemented in Matlab@.
Fig. 5-7 is a plot of the analytical 2-body trajectory used to validate the integra-
tion algorithms. The trajectory is an ellipse with a semimajor axis a = 1 and an
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eccentricity e = 0.5. Blue asterisks correspond to the numerical integration of the
2-body dynamics equations. The Runge-Kutta used to do the comparison is the algo-
rithm implemented in the ode45 function in Matlab @, which is the implementation
of an explicit Runge-Kutta (4,5) formula, the Dormand-Prince pair.
The x-axis in Figs. 5-8 and 5-9 is the number of steps along the orbit path.
The y-axis corresponds to the absolute error, i.e. the difference between the value
numerically computed and the analytical solution. Fig. 5-8 shows that the error for
the Runge-Kutta method is around 10-3, whereas the error for the extrapolation
method is on the order of 10-10, a difference of 7 orders of magnitude. As discussed
previously, in our three-body formation flight problem the relative motion of the two
spacecraft is very small (- 1km) compared with their absolute motions with respect
to L 2 (~ 105km). As a consequence, a relative required accuracy of at least 10-5 is
required to be able to distinguish the motion of two spacecraft in our formation. As
shown in Fig. 5-9, the extrapolation method is suitable to such accuracy requirements
and has been used throughout this study.
5.6 Control Algorithms
Open-loop simulation can be done to capture the difference between each model
and the reference model. But all the models pale in comparison with the nonlinear
reference model they are derived from, as can be seen on Fig. 5-10. This is a 6-
month long simulation (~ the period of a halo orbit). The thick line correspond to
a closed relative trajectory for two spacecraft with a relative orbit amplitude of 50m.
All models diverge pretty quickly. In addition to that, in an open-loop simulation
it is typically difficult to determine the impact of modeling errors on the control
effort. So each of these model has been implemented in an optimal controller and
they are compared with each other in the performance vs. fuel plane. This method
gives us both a measure of the intrinsic fidelity of each model and a measure of the
performance of a controller using it. The resulting controllers are simple and not
necessarily what you would want to implement on-orbit, but they are easy to develop
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Figure 5-8: 2-Body problem, Runge-Kutta integrator
Absolute error (Two Body problem - Extrapolation method)
20 30 40 50 60
# step
Figure 5-9: 2-Body problem, Extrapolation integrator
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Figure 5-10: Open-loop models comparison
and which simplifies the evaluation of the different dynamics models. The different
kinds of control algorithms that have been considered are described in the following
paragraphs. For all controllers a reference relative trajectory (typically either a fixed
or a circular relative configuration) is already given in the form of rref.
5.6.1 Proportional controller
Being given a reference relative trajectory by rref, the control is described by
Different values for the gain k have been used.
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u - -k(r - rref) (5.42)
5.6.2 Proportional-Derivative controller
this time the control is
u = -ki(r - rref) - k2(r - rref) (5.43)
As for the proportional controller, different values for the gains ki and k2 have been
used.
Note that the simple Proportional and Proportional-Derivative controllers are
used to provide a reference mostly. The comparison of the different models is done
using the Linear-Quadratic-Regulator controller described below.
5.6.3 Optimal control
develops a controller that minimizes the cost
J = [(r - rref)TQ(r - rref) + uTRu]dt (5.44)
Q and R being the weighting matrices. The resulting control is
u = -Fx - Gs (5.45)
with x being the full state
r
x = , (5.46)
and F, G and s coming from the resolution of the Riccati equation and the reference
relative trajectory.
5.7 Results
The various dynamical models described in the first section have been implemented
with the controllers described in the previous section for different scenarios
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1. reach and follow a closed reference orbit;
2. keep a fixed relative configuration between the two spacecraft, aligned along the
x-axis with Ax =1km;
3. keep a fixed relative configuration between the two spacecraft, aligned along the
x-axis with Ax = 1km, with an initial offset of 1%;
4. follow a circular reference trajectory, with a radius of 1km;
To compare these models, consider the fuel effort/performance plot for scenario #2
for different levels of control effort (Figure 5-11). The plot compares the controllers
described above (P/PD/LQR) using our different models. In general one would expect
the curves to have a negative slope - more control effort should lead to a reduced mean
error. However, the performance and fuel costs were evaluated on the full nonlinear
system, so the curves for the poorer models are quite different (actually have a positive
slope). For a given level of performance, i.e. a given level of error, a way to compare
the models is to look at the control effort required.
5.8 Observations
There are several interesting observations from Figure 5-11
1. As expected, from this plot a consistent scheme from one model to another is
clear: the more sophisticated, the better the performance. More specifically, it
is clear that the proportional controller is much worse than the others, with 2 or
3 times as much fuel usage for a given level of error (depending on the models
and the level of error considered). The LQR controller is always better than
the other proportional and proportional-derivative controllers.
2. Using the free-flyer model leads to very poor performance, and providing more
control effort ends up with larger errors. Although there is a large difference
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Figure 5-11: Controllers comparison
between the free-flyer model and the others, the LTI and the three LPV models
have very similar performances
3. Figure 5-12 shows Figure 5-11 zoomed in to much smaller errors, and it shows
that each of the models shows the same "non-intuitive behavior" of the free-
flyer model for small errors, the more fuel you spend to control this error, the
larger it grows. But the transition points occur at different levels of authority.
A possible conjecture would be that this transition and the subsequent non-
intuitive plot (lower error for less fuel) is a result of the differences between the
model and the true nonlinear system, which are accentuated for higher control
authority. Because different models capture the nonlinearity to different extents,
the transitions occur at different levels of authority.
The conclusion from this analysis is that the more sophisticated models do give better
closed-loop performance, and that the difference appears to be sufficient to justify the
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Figure 5-12: Controllers comparison (zoomed)
additional effort required to implement and use them.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In order to support the surface exploration objectives on the Moon and Mars, navi-
gation and communication capabilities are required, and a set of Nav/Comm require-
ments have been expressed by the Surface Operation team of the CE&R project at
MIT. In response to this need, a set of Nav/Comm architectures have been designed
and evaluated through the definition of navigation and communication metrics, the
choice of a set of Nav/Comm elements constituting the architectures, and the devel-
opment of analysis tools aimed at evaluating the architectures. Although the work
presented in this thesis mostly concerns the navigation, similar analysis on communi-
cation issues has been done in parallel and the solutions (i.e. architectures) presented
in this thesis integrate both communication and navigation considerations.
The main contribution of the work presented in this thesis is the integration of the
different navigation assets presented in Chapter 2 in a set of complete Nav/Comm
architectures:
" A Minimalist architecture, the simplest and cheapest adequate architecture,
with minimum performance and minimum cost. The design chosen uses only
onboard sensors.
" A Simple architecture, which consists of the Minimalist architecture augmented
with a dedicated Nav/Comm satellite. It was designed to greatly improve the
communication availability and provide some limited (i.e. with low response
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time and poor coverage but the capability exists) absolute navigation capabili-
ties.
e A Performance architecture based on a Nav/Comm satellite constellation. This
allows for excellent communication capabilities and real-time or quasi-real-time
navigation over continental areas with a limited number of satellites (three to
four).
These three architectures span the design space, while meeting the navigation and
communication requirements. In addition to reaching the extremes of the design space
in terms of performance as well of cost, this set of three architectures also enables
a gradual accretion of assets over time as better performance is required on the one
hand, and funding becomes available on the other hand.
In addition to these architectures basic definitions, a complete preliminary design
of the three architectures could be completed in this work. The onboard equipment
should be composed of odometry sensors, a gyro and a sun sensor in addition to a
vision-based navigation system. A VOR/DME beacon on the main base station pro-
vides with local coverage. The Nav/Comm constellations geometries for the Simple
and Performance architectures have been defined. The evaluations of the three archi-
tectures along the top-level navigation and communication metrics, as well as mass,
are summarized in Table 6.1, for both the Moon and Mars.
Table 6.1: Architectures evaluation summary (Mars/Moon)
Metric | Minimalist Simple Performance
Nav. Coverage Fair Fair Good
Nav. Accuracy Fair Fair Good
Nav. Operability Fair Fair Good
Comm. Coverage Poor Good Good
Comm. Availability Fair/Poor Good/Fair Good
Max. Gap Time Poor Good/Fair Good
Mass Good Fair/Good Poor/Fair
In addition to these three architectures, two additional options have been pro-
posed: surface beacons when precise (cm-level) navigation is required and the use
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of a non-dedicated asset (such as a transportation asset left on-orbit) equipped with
some Nav/Comm hardware to augment the existing Nav/Comm architecture. Its
impact is the most beneficial when applied to the Simple architecture.
A number of tools have been developed through this study to evaluate the dif-
ferent architectures along the navigation and communication metrics, and give first
estimates of the mass (therefore the cost) of these architectures. When applicable, the
different types of measurements coming from different types of sensors have been inte-
grated in a single tool. The evaluation and refinement of the architectures allowed us
to express a set of recommendations to NASA detailed in the last chapter. In addition
to these recommendations, some results about navigation can be highlighted:
" For specific coverage of a polar region, high-eccentric orbits similar to Molniya
orbits give the best performance;
e For coverage of a continental region centered about the equator, synchronous
orbits give the best performance;
" Onboard relative navigation equipment greatly benefits from the use of an ab-
solute heading sensor such as a sun sensor.
Because of the system-level aspect of the CE&R project, many simplifying as-
sumptions had to be made and some further work should concentrate on deepening
some parts of the study. Items that would be of interest for further work include:
" An analysis of a beacon network deployment and initialization and its influence
on the positioning accuracy (indeed, the beacon locations have been considered
to be perfectly known in our study). However, the process for including beacon
location uncertainties should be very similar to the one used to include the
uncertainty on the spacecraft location in the constellation analysis presented in
Chapter 3 (see section 3.1.2).
" A more detailed integration of vision-based navigation methods. So far, vision
cameras have been assumed to provide with a position fix with ~- 100 m accuracy
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based on Earth tests, without taking into account discrepancies due to the relief
or maps. Alternate methods such as visual odometry should be considered too.
" An analysis of power issues for Nav/Comm satellites. The constellations de-
signed in this study include high-altitude satellites, without taking into account
the power issues arising with long distances. This could have an impact on the
definitive design of the constellations.
* An analysis of the effects of orbital perturbations. The orbital perturbations
(such as J2 ) can have an important influence on the geometry of the constella-
tion, and its performance could degrade over time, unless some station keeping
capabilities are implemented. An analysis of the degradation of the orbit's ge-
ometry should provide with the corresponding station keeping fuel consumption
and could also lead to modifications of the constellation design (as some partic-
ular choices of orbital elements can cancel the effects of some perturbations).
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Appendix A
Extended Kalman Filter
Parameters
This Appendix presents the parameter values used in the Extended Kalman Filters in
Chapter 4. There are two main sections corresponding to the two scenarios described
in Chapter 4, section 4.1.3.
A.1 Scenario 1 - Complete Inertial Measurement
Unit and Surface Beacons
A.1.1 Simulation parameters
Table A. 1 gives the simulation parameters as well as the sensors update rates.
Table A.1: Simulation parameters
Simulation time T 50 s
Time step 6t 0.1 s
Beacon update rate fb 1 Hz
IMU update rate fIMu 10 Hz
The beacon network is assumed to be an equilateral triangle. In a planet-fixed
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reference frame, with unit of meters, the beacons are located at:
r1 = 10 3 x [1.2991 0 0.0020]
r2= 0 x [-0.6496 1.1251 0.0020]
r= 10 x [-0.6496 -1.1251 0.0020]
(A.1)
A.1.2 Sensors parameters
The sensor parameters corresponding to the simulation presented in Chapter 4 are
given in Chapter 3. More precisely, the measurement equations for the IMU is
Eq. 3.56, and the bias error model and the corresponding parameters are given in
Eq. 3.57 and Table 3.5.
The measurement noise matrix R for the IMU measurements is
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
(A.2)
where o- is the gyro noise standard deviation and -a
dard deviation (their values are given in Table 3.5).
for the ranging measurements is
R = or X 1 3x3
is the accelerometer noise stan-
The measurement noise matrix
(A.3)
where ab is the ranging measurement noise standard deviation (ob = 3 cm).
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A.1.3 Initial values
The state vector of the Inertial Measurement Unit located in the rover is
= Gx XGy XGz Ax XAy XAT
where the elementary state vector for the x-axis gyro is
XGx = [0 000 ] TEg
and the elementary state vector for the x-axis accelerometer is
] TXAx = Ix vx ax eax I
XGy, XGz, XAy and XAz being defined in a similar fashion.
estimate is
Then the initial state
T
y-T -T x-T y-T z-T oXGyO Gz 0 XAxO XAyo XAzo (A-7)
with
GxO = [0
kixO = E0
and
(A.8)0 00 0 2g T
]T0 0 C2ax I (A.9)
The initial covariance matrix is
POGx
0 0 0 0 0 POAz
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
0 0 0 0 0
o p-y 0 0
p- 0
OGz
0 0 0 POAx
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
(A.10)
POAy 0
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0 GxO
POGx _
with
OGx OGy OGz
and
POcAx - OtAy --- OAz
0.102 0 0 0 0
0 0.142 0 0 0
0 0 0.202 0 0
0 0 0 0.282 0
0 0 0 0
0.102
0.102
0 0 0
0 0.142 0 0
0 0 0.202 0
0 0 0 0.102
A.1.4 Process noise matrix
The power spectral density (PSD) of the process noise is chosen to be zero, except
for the following diagonal elements
W5,5 = Ag
W10,o = A9
W 15 ,15 = A9
W 19,19 = Aax
W 2 3,2 3 = Aay
W 27,27 = Aaz
(A.13)
with
Ag =
Aax =
Aay =
Aaz =
0.01 C + C29
0.1(Ciax +xC2ax) 2
"g 2
0.01 Ciay + C2ay
0ay 2
0.01 (Caz + C2az2TazJ
(A.14)
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(A.11)
(A.12)
where Cig, C2g, Tg, Ciax, C2ax, Tax, Ciax, C2ax, Tax, Ciax, C2ax, Tax are given in
Table 3.5. Using this continuous noise power spectral density, the equivalent dis-
crete process noise matrix is evaluated using the method described in [4] and briefly
summarized here. Given the continuous state equation
x = Fx + Gu (A.15)
where u is a white noise vector with PSD given by W, the A matrix is formed as
follows
GWGT
FT t
(A.16)
where of is the time step used for discretization. Forming the matrix exponential of
A gives
B = eA = [0 <p B 1  B 12B 2 1 B 22 (A.17)
<bk being the state transition matrix from step k to step k+1, and the discrete process
noise matrix is obtained as follows
Qk = 4DkB12 = B 2B 12 (A.18)
A.2 Scenario 2 - Combination of Inertial Sensors,
Odometers With a Sun Sensor
In this appendix are detailed all the constants and parameters used in the simulations
presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
A.2.1 Simulation parameters
Table A.2 gives the simulation parameters as well as the sensors update rates for the
second scenario.
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A = 0
Table A.2: Simulation parameters
Simulation time T 400 s
Time step t 0.02 s
Sun sensor update rate fss 10 Hz
Other sensors update rate fi 50 Hz
A.2.2 Rover parameters
Table A.3 gives the rover parameters as well as its reference trajectory corresponding
to the simulation presented in Chapter 4, which is determined by the speed and
steering angle.
Table A.3: Rover parameters
Rover length L 1 m
Rover speed V 1 m/s
Steering angle a 10
A.2.3 Sensors parameters
Table A.3 gives the sensors parameters corresponding to the simulation presented in
Chapter 4, given in terms of sensors noises standard deviations.
Table A.4: Sensors parameters
Sensor Standard deviation Value
Encoders o-v 2 cm/s
Potentiometer o, 0.31 rad
Gyro og 0.0031 rad/s
Sun sensor O 0.31 rad
When no sun sensor measurement is available, the corresponding measurement
noise matrix R is
F 2
Rz= 0
0
0 0
0o (A.19)
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and when a sun sensor measurement is available, it is written as
ojv 0
0 o
0 0
0 0
0 0
2f
00 2
0
2
(A.20)
A.2.4 Initial values
The state vector for this scenario is
x
y
V
(A.21)
with <p being the orientation of the rover and a the steering angle, as defined in
Chapter 4. Then the initial state estimate is
0
0
0
0
V
0
(A.22)
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And accounting for ~ 10cm of position error and ~ 0.50 of angular error, the initial
covariance matrix is
0.12 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.12 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0102 0 0 0 (A.23)
0 0 0 0.0142 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.12 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.012
where the first two diagonal elements are in m2 , the third and sixth in rad 2, the fourth
in rad2 /s 2 and the fifth in m 2 /s 2 .
A.2.5 Process noise matrix
The power spectral density of the process noise is chosen to be
W = 0.12 x 16x6 (A.24)
The discrete process noise matrix Qk was computed using the method summarized
in section A.1.4.
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